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Local Television Broadcasts—Local Television Broadcasting is a valuable resource for local evangelism and for preparing the community to be receptive to planned evangelism activities.

❖ **Public Access Television** is the free local broadcasting service provided by the cable television companies as mandated by the FCC. All residents are entitled to broadcast programs of interest on the local public access television channels free of any charges.

Advent Report is dedicated to sharing the truth of the soon return of Jesus and helping people to develop and improve their relationship with God. One avenue for this sharing is television broadcasting of programs that increase the knowledge of God, His character and His love, as proven by the gift of His Son to provide redemption for all people.

❖ **Maximum Potential at Minimal Cost**—The primary goal is to provide the ability to broadcast any, and all, programming produced by the Seventh-day Adventist Church on any public access broadcasting channel with minimal investment in time and equipment while maintaining a high standard of video and audio quality.

❖ **Program Content**—Advent Report will consult with each subscribing church or entity to assist in determining the programming content that will be the best selection for the desired result.

To ensure copyright protection, for programs produced by the Adventist Media Center, each sponsoring church or entity must contact the producer (Adventist Media Center, Amazing Facts, etc) of each program to obtain an authorized copy of the program. These programs include the following:

- **Breath of Life** - Weekly series produced by Breath Of Life Ministries
- **It Is Written** - Weekly series hosted by Shawn Boonstra produced by It Is Written
- **The Evidence** - Weekly series hosted by Dwight Nelson produced by Faith For Today
- **Lifestyle Magazine** - Provided Weekly by Faith For Today
- **McDougall, M.D.** - 43 Programs - Provided by Faith For Today
- **Esta Escrito** - Weekly series produced by It is Written (Spanish)
- **La Voz de la Esperanza** - Weekly series hosted by Frank Gonzalez produced by the Voice of Prophecy (Spanish)
- **Unlocking the Signs** - 23 episodes (Net 05) produced by It Is Written
- **The Appearing** - 5 episodes on the Second Coming produced by It Is Written
- **The Presence** - 5 episodes on the Sanctuary and the Law produced by It Is Written
- **Out of Thin Air** - 4 episodes on Creation and Evolution produced by It Is Written
- **Millenium of Prophecy (NYC, 2002)** - 72 episodes produced by Amazing Facts (To broadcast any programming produced by Amazing Facts, the sponsoring church or entity must contact Amazing Facts to obtain the appropriate permission.)

Also available are programs from other SDA broadcasters. Some programs are captured from satellite ministries (Hope Channel, 3ABN, ACN).

Other specific programming may be available upon request and may be captured from broadcast media sources such as 3ABN or the Hope Channel. Any television programming produced by an official ministry of the Seventh-day Adventist church is available with permission of the producing entity. Some programming produced by self-supporting ministries will be available upon request after verification of consistency with official SDA beliefs.

❖ **Program Preparation and Customization**—Customizations for broadcast include:

- Removal of any content that is objectionable to the specific public access broadcasting station
- Addition of local identification tags to facilitate response from viewers directly to the sponsoring church or individual.
- Addition of video clips produced locally to promote local church events and to entice viewers to contact the local church

Considering that the amount of time necessary to edit, customize, duplicate, and deliver television programming for broadcast is a potential deterrent to implementing a broadcast plan, the services of Advent Report eliminate the need for a church or individual to accomplish these tasks themselves.

The service provides, to any interested church, entity, or individual, any desired SDA produced televi-
sion program customized for broadcast on the type of media requested by the public access broadcasting station.

Once produced, tapes and DVD disks become the property of the sponsoring entity although they may not be duplicated or transferred to any other entity without specific permission from the producer.

Core programming content is not modified. Typically public access broadcasting stations do not exercise content control other than to prohibit solicitation of funds. Offers of books, CDs, etc. that include a specific request for donations are modified or replaced as necessary to accommodate the requirements of each public access broadcasting station.

Beginning and closing program tags and/or video clips are added to assist viewers in responding directly to the local sponsor, if desired.

**Cost:**—The cost for services provided by Advent Report consist of direct expenses, recurring fees, and service fees. All fees are minimized to ensure affordability for the sponsoring entity with the goal of expanding ministry, not revenue to Advent Report.

- Direct expenses include the cost of tapes or DVDs and postage/delivery costs.
- Recurring fees are fees for services that occur on a regular frequency to support the production of the selected broadcast program.
- Service fees variable depending on the services desired and covers the cost of consumable items, program fees to producers (if any), allowance for investment in equipment, and compensation for time spent in program preparation (including customizations). Service fee items include:
  - Assistance with development of video clips for use in customization of program content
  - Toll-free phone number for local response (cost of phone service and time)
  - Fulfillment of promotions and special offers (cost of books, postage, etc.)

All fees are payable in advance. Visa, Mastercard, and Discover cards are accepted.
Friend 2 Friend—This six-part workshop offering a refreshing approach to evangelism can be presented during a weekend or over multiple weeks to groups of any size.

**Materials in this kit include:**
- Leader’s guide
- Participant’s guide
- Video vignettes for teaching
- PowerPoint presentations
- The 100+ page leader’s guide provides all the materials needed to effectively lead a group through the workshop.
  - The participant’s guide is used by each person attending the seminar. It breaks each session into four parts which encourage reflection and sharing, learning, application, and integration.
  - The audio/computer presentation tools CD-ROM provides the leader with colorful presentation slides that enhance the visual aspect of the workshop and add a professional touch to the presentation. Also included are six 20-minute video presentations cover the “teach” part of each session.

**Category of resource:** Training members for personal sowing activities
**Duration of program:** 6 weeks (one session per week)
**Manpower needed:** Facilitator
**Cost to purchase resource:** $99.95 for the leader’s kit

One-Minute Witness—The One-Minute Witness booklet shares ideas to take the fear out of witnessing. With chapter titles including “Perceptions,” “Compassion,” “Listening,” and “Friendship,” the book outlines in simple steps an approach that effectively wins a listener’s attention for the Gospel.

**Category of resource:** Training members for personal sowing activities
**Duration of program:** Four weeks if done as part of a Wednesday night seminar or small group
**Manpower needed:** Someone willing to lead out in a discussion
**Cost to purchase resource:** $1.49 per booklet (less for quantities)
**Cost to implement resource:** $1.49 per person
**Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** The One-Minute Witness could be done once or twice each year.

Personal Ministries Training Curriculum (Basic and Advanced Levels)—The General Conference and North American Division of the Seventh-day Adventist Church have developed a curriculum that church members can use to learn specific skills that will make them more effective in sharing their faith. The Basic level training has six courses that include the following:
- Spiritual Gifts: Keys to Ministry
- Principles of Personal Christian Witness
- Principles of Christian Leadership
- Principles of Spiritual Leadership
- How to Understand and Teach Basic Adventist Doctrines
- Power for the Privilege: The Baptism of the Holy Ghost

If you want to study as a lay Bible instructor the Advanced level is for you. Grow your church learning how to start small groups and train others for involvement, give Bible studies, call for decisions, and more. Learn God’s way to keep His church going and growing, and principles of evangelism by studying Jesus’ life. Courses include:
- Small Group Ministry in the Local Church
- Principles of Evangelism According to Jesus
- Methods of Door-to-Door Visitation
- Principles and Methods of Obtaining Decisions
- Simple Method of Giving Bible Study

Both levels include PowerPoint and Microsoft Word files on CD ROM for giving presentations on this material.
Category of resource: Teachers materials for training members to share their faith.
Duration of program: There are 11 seminars (6 Basic and 5 Advanced level). These can be done over a couple of weekend intensives or in 90 minute sessions over a few months.
Manpower needed: There needs to be a teacher for each seminar if it is going to be offered as a class. Materials can also be used for personal study.
Cost to purchase resource: $29.95 for Basic level, $29.95 for Advanced level. These are additional materials required for students taking each class.
Cost to implement resource: Individuals taking the courses will need to purchase additional study materials.

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: This process should take place early in the cycle. People taking these courses will be the primary leaders in your effort to sow seeds of connection in your community.

Practical Guide to Personal Evangelism—Outlines how each church member involved in witnessing and gives sowing ideas that churches can implement. Includes programs like:

- Bible schools
- Cooking schools
- Health screening
- International festival
- Literacy ministry
- AIDS ministry
- Adopt a child in need

You will also find seminars, training systems, and the basic resources you need to start and maintain a strong evangelistic focus at your church.

Category of resource: Program ideas for sowing
Duration of program: Some of these programs are on-going others are time specific
Manpower needed: Depends on the idea that is implemented
Cost to purchase resource: $19.95
Cost to implement resource: Depends on the idea that is implemented

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Some of the ideas are on-going programs, others can be scheduled between reaping events. The scheduling will depend on the community.

You Can Witness, Yes Even You!—Why do people respond differently to witnessing? What are the three R’s of witnessing? Discover the answers to these questions and more in You Can Witness. Take lessons from the Master Soul Winner and learn that it is possible to share God’s love happily and effectively. This book includes questions at the end of each chapter and can be used for personal study or group study.

Category of resource: Personal Ministries leader
Duration of program: Can be used for personal study or small group study over 11 weeks
Cost to purchase resource: $8.95

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: This is a training resource that would need to be worked into the initial phase of the evangelistic cycle.

Church Resource Series (set of 7 booklets)—A curriculum that your church leadership team can use to prepare the membership for moving into an evangelism cycle way of thinking. Titles in this series include:

- Great Commission Model
- Does Your Church Need a Doctor?
- How To Write A Statement of Mission for Your Church
- How to Set-up an Evangelization/Discipleship Cycle in your Church
- How to Say Hello Without Saying Goodbye
- How to Find and Reach Receptive People
- Ministry in an Age of Shifting Social Context

Category of resource: For use by Strategic Planning, Board of Elders or Church Board
Duration of program: Depending on the church this process could take several months to a year.

Cost of purchase resource: $19.95

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: This Church Growth Series is foundational to your church understanding the “Why?” and “How?” questions. One of the booklets specifically deals with how to set up an evangelization and discipleship cycle in your church.

Ministries of Health & Healing—A handbook that includes lots of health ministries ideas you can use to connect with your community. Compiled by experienced health professionals, this handbook includes practical chapters on:

- Community health promotion
- Getting started - help for the new health ministries leader
- Health behavior change
- Natural remedies
- Divine healing and prayer for the sick
- Lifestyle certification
- AIDS ministries
- Parish nursing

Category of resource: Health Ministries

Duration of program: Depends on the program selected

Manpower needed: Depends on the program selected

Cost to purchase resource: $19.95

Cost to implement resource: Depends on the program selected

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Some of the ideas are on-going programs, others can be scheduled between reaping events. The scheduling will depend on the community.

Women’s Ministries Handbook—This easy-to-use handbook is a complete resource for women’s ministries directors and leaders. You will find everything from how to start a ministry to planning a retreat. Do you need a program? You’ll find more than 90 ideas you can use! Are you starting a support group? Learn the 10 steps for success! Women’s Ministries is one of the most successful in reaching out to our friends in the community.

Discover how to use surveys to assess local needs and follow up with one of the many field-tested projects suggested in this handbook.

This book is packed with great ideas, valuable information, and helpful resources. You will find the tools you need to turn your vision of a vibrant women’s ministry into reality!

Category of resource: Women’s Ministries

Duration of program: Depends on the program selected

Manpower needed: Depends on the program selected

Cost to purchase resource: $11.95

Cost to implement resource: Depends on the program selected

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Women’s Ministries is a great connection ministry providing a safe place for women to come, make friends and be comfortable. Women’s Ministries programs should be run continually with invitations given to all participants to the reaping events.

Reaching & Winning—A series of booklets that provides information that will assist in reaching people with specific beliefs. Currently we have the following religions: Hindus, Jehovah’s Witness, Jews, Mormons, New Agers, Followers of the Occult, Pentecostal and Roman Catholic. Each booklet includes the following information:

- Who are (the religious group you are studying)
- Exploring contemporary trends of that religious group
- Surveying doctrinal misunderstandings
- Outlining relevant Bible studies
The Reaching & Winning curriculum begins with what the specific religion you are studying has in common with the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Next you will study the beliefs of that religious group and the challenges you will face as you present Seventh-day Adventist beliefs. Finally, there is a list of Bible studies that will be helpful in reaching this specific group.

**Category of resource:** Personal Ministries  
**Duration of program:** These can be for group or individual study. Four or five sessions for each religious group.  
**Cost to purchase resource:** $3.95 - $6.95 each  
**Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Your church may choose to reach out to some specific religious groups that are in your community. In order to reach them most effectively the members that are going to be studying with these interests. The Reaching & Winning curriculums should be implemented before any programs are planned that will engage potential members.

**Heart Call**—This is an exciting newly revised and updated resource for women who want to reach other women who are taking a break from church. The package includes everything that a local congregation will need to set up a program to reach these women:
- 5-minute HeartCall video introducing this important ministry
- 16-page leader’s guide
- PowerPoint presentation for the leader to use when training her ministry team
- Easy-to-implement 5-step strategy for creating a network of friends
- Extensive list of other resources that help you make this ministry your own

**Category of resource:** Women’s Ministries  
**Duration of program:** Ministry team training takes place in two or three sessions. The Heart Call ministry is on-going with the leadership team meeting once each month.  
**Cost to purchase resource:** $14.95 for the leader’s kit  
**Cost to implement resource:** Depends on the activities your church chooses to connect. Must include the cost of Women of Spirit ($14.95 per year for a subscription)  
**Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** This is a sowing event that may take some time to grow. Start early in the cycle and some of the women may be open to attending the first reaping event your church holds.

**Growing a Child’s Character God’s Way DVD Seminars**—This seminar will take you step by step from developing family values to helping your child making the right decisions. In this series of video seminars you will learn how to:
- Make God Real
- Live the Values
- Protect Your Child’s Mind
- Make Right and Wrong Very Clear
- Develop Self-Respect and Confidence
- Give Lots of Practice in Making Decisions
- Show Your Child How to Deal With Peer Pressure

These general guidelines from the foundations from which specific values emerge. Each seminar includes group activities that will help you personalize what you have learned for your family. Discover God’s way to teach values to your child. Use these seminars in small group study, at mid-week meetings, home and school seminars, or as an individual parent or caregiver.

**Category of resource:** Parenting seminar  
**Duration of program:** 8 sessions with a small group or mid-week meeting  
**Manpower needed:** Facilitator and hosts  
**Cost to purchase resource:** $79.95  
**Cost to implement resource:** $1.95 per person for participant booklet  
**Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** This seminar could be offered once each year as part of a series of seminars focused on reaching the community.
From This Day Forward—The DVD is designed for a group event that can be held over a weekend or once a week for several weeks. All of the promotional materials are supplied on the DVD, including poster design, bulletin inserts and announcements. From This Day Forward is divided into seven sessions:

- Session 1: Foundations
- Session 2: Danger Signs & Gender Differences
- Session 3: Filters & Miscommunication
- Session 4: Ground Rules for Fighting & Loving
- Session 5: Expectations & Hidden Issues
- Session 6: Friendship, fun & Physical Oneness
- Session 7: Forgiveness

Each session comes with a teaching section and then a couple exercises for the partners to practice their new skills. A From This Day Forward workbook should be purchased for each participant.

| Category of resource: Marriage seminar |
| Duration of program: 7 sessions – week-end retreat or as sessions at your mid-week meeting |
| Manpower needed: Facilitator and hosts |
| Cost to purchase resource: $99.95 |
| Cost to implement resource: $4.95 per person for participant booklet |
| Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: This seminar could be offered once each year as part of a series of seminars focused on reaching the community. |

Resource Name: Good Neighbor Plan—Video and leader’s guidebook that assist in creating a plan to reach your community and gives 40 ideas your church can use.

| Category of resource: Community Service |
| Duration of program: Once a year, quarterly or continuous programs |
| Manpower needed: Need a project leader plus others depending on the project selected |
| Cost to purchase resource: $19.95 |
| Cost to implement resource: Depends on the program selected |
| Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Some of the ideas are on-going programs, others can be scheduled between reaping events. The scheduling will depend on the community. |

Day Camp Handbook—The Day Camp Handbook is a guide for local churches that want to begin a ministry to their neighborhood. With so many adults in the workforce there is always a demand for daytime care for children. Follow the steps from determining the needs of the community, a monthly "to do" planning chart, hiring staff, distributing marketing materials, activity planning, camp operation, and inventory.

| Category of resource: Children and family ministries |
| Duration of program: 2 – 3 months |
| Manpower needed: Staffing depends on size of camp. Director, counselors (could be teenagers), program director, meal coordinator, craft coordinator, worship leader director, nurse and pastor. |
| Cost to purchase resource: $9.95 |
| Cost to implement resource: Depends on the size and scope of what you offer |
| Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: This is a program that mirrors the public school schedule. Most camps begin in May or June and end in August. |

Understanding Your Community—A complete kit of tools and easy-to-follow instructions on how to use them in your community to benefit your local ministry. It also explains what the resulting information means and how to use it to improve your local strategy. Includes:

- Increasing the visibility and impact of your ministry
- How to know the needs of the people in your community
- What makes community involvement effective?
• How to use demographics to improve your outcomes
• The religious profile of your community
• Conducting a community survey
• Deciphering the dynamics and power structure of the community

Use this powerful tool to help identify, understand, and address the felt needs in your community.

Category of resource: Community assessment
Duration of program: The initial study takes from 2 – 3 months
Manpower needed: Leader and 3–4 members that report to the Church Board or Evangelism Committee
Cost to purchase resource: $39.95
Cost to implement resource: Depends on the number of zip codes you want to serve
Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: This would be an initial study that would guide the decisions as to what sowing activities would match best with your churches community.

Adventist Community Services
To Order: 1-800-328-0525 - www.communityservices.org

Adventist Urban Congress DVD: Transforming The City: Urban Ministry in the New Millennium - To effectively lead our churches to serve our communities in an ever-changing society, it is necessary to stay equipped with innovative leadership skills that will make us most successful. Therefore, this Adventist Urban Congress was a critical moment in increasing the impact of Adventist community outreach ministries as a leading force for strengthening communities in the twenty-first century.
Cost to purchase resource: $39.95
Empowered Church program—The Empowered Church program is the most complete pre-evangelism program that Amazing Facts has to offer. It is designed to help churches establish an ongoing evangelism cycle where evangelism is seen as a process and not just an event. To help churches to this end, Amazing Facts has developed the Empowered Church Kit which contains the following outstanding resources:

- New Empowered Church evangelism manual.
- Companion DVD’s that go along with the Empowered Church evangelism manual.
- A 12 month evangelism calendar.
- The Empowered Church assessment and survey.
- Meeting agenda’s for the Outreach Leadership Team.
- Church revival resources.
- Evangelism pre-work calendar.
- Suggested bridge events and community seminars.
- Outreach and witnessing resources.
- The SALT program (weekly community outreach program).
- A new DVD outreach training seminar for the church.
- Evangelism advertising information.
- Work responsibilities for the evangelistic meetings.
- Evangelistic countdown schedule.
- Spiritual mentors program for new believers.
- Discipleship and small group resources.
- Commonly asked questions and answers.
- Access to the Empowered Church website resources and downloads.

Cost for the Empowered Church Kit - $250.00

In addition to this Empowered Church Kit, Amazing Facts also offers Empowered Church services, called Levels 1, 2, and 3.

- **LEVEL 1** churches receive a weekend training intensive by an Empowered Church representative. This training intensive is designed to help jumpstart the church’s implementation of the Empowered Church program. The cost for Level one is $1,500.
- **LEVEL 2** churches receive the weekend training intensive and also one year of coaching from an Empowered Church coach, which is very beneficial in helping the church effectively implement an ongoing evangelism cycle. The cost for Level two is $6,000.
- **LEVEL 3** churches receive the training intensive weekend, one year of coaching, and an Empowered Church Bible worker for six months. The cost for Level Three is $15,000. This price does not include housing for the Bible worker.

For more information on the Empowered Church program please contact Amazing Facts at (916) 434-3880 or on the web at www.empoweredchurch.org

**Winsome Witnessing by Gary Gibbs**—Simple but exciting skills to lead others to Christ. You get insights to revitalize your church and much more. Twelve 30-minute programs on 3 DVD’s

Cost to purchase resource: $64.95

**Final Events DVD**—43-minute documentary on last days events, excellent tool for outreach and awakening interest in Bible Prophecy and Bible Studies.

Cost to purchase resource: $10.99 – please call (800) 538-7275 for bulk rates

**Revival DVD Series by Doug Batchelor**—Life-changing series that awakens spiritual growth in the local church.

Cost to purchase resource: $119.00
**Panorama of Prophecy CD**—Ultimate Bible study resource that can be shared with friends and contacts.

*Cost to purchase resource:* $1.99 each or $1 for 10 or more

**Hidden Truth Magazine**—Affordable, graphic packed and attractive full color magazine which presents the most misunderstood biblical subjects in a powerful and captivating way.

*Cost to purchase resource:* $1.99 each call (800) 538-7275 for bulk rates

**Amazing Facts Study Guides**—A great witnessing tool. Study guides can be purchased individually or by the complete sets.

*Cost to purchase resource:* $0.30 per study guide or $3.50 per set, Bulk rates available.

**Storacles of Prophecy**—24 Bible lessons, excellent for in home Bible studies.

*Cost to purchase resource:* $4.50 each set, call (800) 538-7275 for bulk pricing

**Pocket books**—Pocket books are sharing books that deal with a number of important Bible topics from prophecy to practical Christianity, great for sharing with Bible study contacts.

*Cost to purchase resource:* $0.95 each, please call (800) 538-7275 for bulk pricing

**For Additional resources** please visit our online catalog at www.amazingfacts.org
Be New Now Ministries—Being New is what God wants for all of us, in and out of the church. He makes it happen through His Word. The focus of this training is to learn how to share Who and what you know with others so they can Be New also. Training can be structured to fit your church or district and a combination of things can be accomplished in one weekend. Just call for more information.

How to Study the Bible with Others—This weekend training teaches you how to lead a person through a series of studies in a personal, practical way so that the person not only learns the topic, but also develops a solid relationship with God and a heart for evangelism as well.

Church & Rescue Teams – A training weekend that inspires and motivates your church to GO out into the community on a continuing basis, to meet people and earn the right to talk to them about God. Practical help on how to get most of your church involved in simple, inexpensive soul-winning.

Small Group Evangelism Through Bible Study - Learn how to use a book of the Bible in a mixed group setting that will inspire devotion, motivate lifestyle change, and lead people to make a commitment to become a disciple of Jesus. Free, downloadable handouts available to give group members for lesson study. These are great for pre- and post-evangelism groups. Sample resources:

Genesis – a study to lead people into a solid walk with the Creator and to prepare them to overcome the pitfalls of living in a fallen world.

Acts – If you want to know how Christians act, then the first Christians are a good place to start. Learn the challenges they faced, how they treated people, how they maintained their relationship with God in spite of opposition, and how they were used to win other people to Jesus

James – Practical counsel for living the Christian life on a daily basis. This book can give us insight into why we do what we do and how to go to God for growth and change.

Minor Prophets – a series of personal, practical lessons to help you understand the conditions of our world today and how to keep hanging on to faith until the Messiah comes back the second time.

Cost for training: travel expenses and lodging
CHIP Program—(Coronary Health Improvement Project)

- **Duration of program:** CHIP is a 16 night – 4 week program.
- **Manpower needed:** Can be as few as two on up depending on the numbers attending.
- **Cost to purchase resource:** Check pricing by calling the number above.
- **Cost to implement resource:** Depends on size of group - $500 up.
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Christ’s reaping events were always proceeded by effective entering wedge (health) events that brought healing, broke down prejudice, and offered a practical demonstration of the power of the gospel. This is what CHIP does.

Tony Cirigliano Ministries

To Order: 1-877-828-7432 • Info at: www.cleartruths.com

**Soul Winning Made Simple Training Program Powerpoint** with **Good News About God’s Truths Bible Studies**—This training program gets Bible studies started before meetings and also teaches people how to bring a guest to the meetings.

- **Duration of Program:** One weekend = or if locally done, four successive Sunday mornings or Wednesday nights.
- **Manpower Needed:** Just presenter with enthusiasm
- **Cost to purchase resource:** $149.00 plus $49 for additional PowerPoint CDs with sound.
- **Cost to implement resource:** $149.00
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** The goal is to train the majority of the church to be involved in personal evangelism.
Georgia-Cumberland Conference has an ongoing successful lay-led church plants and creative outreach ministries. Two supporting ministries are Organic Church Planter’s Greenhouse and LIFE development.

Organic Church Planter’s Greenhouse— “Organic Greenhouse” is an interactive training experience based on Biblical principles which serve to naturally build relationships with those who don’t know Christ. “Organic Greenhouse” provides simple and practical tools anyone can use to reach family, friends, neighbors and colleagues, for Jesus.

Neil Cole created Organic Church Planter’s Greenhouse and its resources. Neil is a church planter, pastor and is also the founder and executive director of Church Multiplication Associates (CMA). CMA has helped start over seven hundred churches in thirty-two states and twenty-three nations in six years. He is an international speaker and the author of Organic Church and Cultivating a Life for God.

Organic Greenhouse training will help the learner discover...

- What are the fundamental keys that unlock the life and power of the church
- What is the DNA that brings life, health, and fertility to the church
- How to discern and prepare good soil for planting churches
- How to start churches in the harvest that will carry a reproductive DNA
- Effective ways to plant the gospel of the kingdom of God
- How to release the multiplication of disciples
- How to start an organic church
- Session 1  Foundations of Organic Church Planting
- Session 2  Cultivating the Soil of People’s Hearts
- Session 3  Sowing the Kingdom Seed
- Session 4  Growing the Life of the Kingdom
- Session 5  Conclusion

If you are interested in GCC hosting an Organic Greenhouse Weekend Seminar or GCC’s Strategy Presentation for Lay-led Church Planting in your area, please contact us.

Organic Church Planter’s Greenhouse DVD Training Series – (5 DVD Set) Experience an interactive weekend Greenhouse training event held in Atlanta, GA. Bill and Jan Levin, Presenters (Bill is the Director for Church Planting and Global Evangelism for the Georgia-Cumberland Conference)

Cost to purchase this resource $50.00

Organic Church Planter’s Greenhouse Workbook – (58 pgs) Workbook used in training series

Cost to purchase this resource $20.00

Organic Church – Growing Faith Where Life Happens – (237 pgs) In this book, Neil Cole presents compelling arguments and powerful testimonies for utilizing the organic church model for reaching lost people and planting churches. Whether you are looking to plant new churches or reach the community around your present church this resource offers simple and practical principles that work

Cost to purchase this resource $25.00

Cultivating a Life for God – Multiplying Disciples through Life Transformation Groups (“LTG’s”) – (140 pgs). This book serves as a grassroots tool which encourages and supports people to follow Christ by fueling internal motivation. It provides a simple way to release the most essential elements of a vital spiritual walk which in turn develops healthy disciples.

Cost to purchase this resource $10.00
Life Transformation Group Cards — a simple tool used to reproduce disciples
✦ LTG’s have become a powerful tool for discipling people (both those who are already Christians and those who don’t yet know Christ) who are interested in connecting with God.
✦ LTG’s form the most basic unit of the church – two or three believers held together by the presence of Jesus and the truth of His word.
✦ Cost to purchase this resource $ .75 ea.

GCC House Church Document – (16pgs) Georgia-Cumberland Conference has voted and approved this document to accept the house church model as a viable church planting program. In this document we share the basic principles behind house church, the organizational structure for house church, a sample application to start a house church and more
✦ Cost to purchase this resource $.75 ea (or we will email for free)

LIFEdevelopment— The vision of LIFEdevelopment is to involve Adventists in building authentic friendships with unchurched, secular people, and in the process, lead them to Jesus, and provide them hope through support and nurture. This is based on the Biblical models of belonging before believing (Mark 5:19), invitation to a journey (Mark 3:13, 14), and providing hope (Mark 4:33). This type of evangelism is based on sharing your life, interests and values with a postmodern person. The idea is to invite people into community with God and with each other. The venue for evangelism is the workplace, store, health club, school, or home. In telling your story and becoming a friend, a safe environment is created in which a postmodern may explore spirituality. (www.lifedevelopment.us and www.lifedevelopment.info )
✦ Five years ago, the Trans-European Division of Seventh-day Adventists and Dr. Miroslav Pujic, decided to tackle the problems of declining church attendance, membership, and the general non-involvement and disinterest of an ever-increasingly secular-minded world. As a result of a great deal of prayer and research, LIFEdevelopment.info was born, and has become a force in the Seventh-day Adventist church in Europe to reach today’s postmodern culture. Dr. Miroslav Pujic is the director of the General Conference Center on Secular and Post Modern Mission. He is also the author and producer of the LIFEdevelopment concept and materials.
✦ The LIFEdevelopment seminar shares how you can
  • Discover key elements which have shaped the worldview of today’s generation
  • Clarify and sharpen your understanding of the postmodern culture around you
  • Gain powerful tools so you can communicate effectively with postmoderns
  • Connect to a network of resources which will equip you to reach postmoderns
  • Use simple tools which will help you share the gospel effectively with postmodern seekers
  • Interact with postmoderns in their contextual environment
  • Build a practical resource list to guide your discipleship efforts
  • Enhance your confidence in sharing Jesus through your own personal story
    • Session 1  Postmodern Mind-set
    • Session 2  Worship – What is it, really?
    • Session 3  How to Connect to Postmoderns
    • Session 4  Evangelism in a Postmodern Context
    • Session 5  Leadership and Postmodernism
    • Session 6  Ministry Model in a Postmodern Context
    • Session 7  How to Bring LIFEdevelopment Home
✦ If you are interested in GCC hosting a LIFEdevelopment conference in your area, please contact us.

LIFEdevelopment DVD Seminar Training Series— (6 DVD Set) Experience a LIFEdevelopment weekend training event held in Atlanta, GA. Miroslav Pujic, Presenter (Miroslav is the director of the General Conference Center on Secular and Post Modern Mission)
✦ Cost to purchase this resource $50.00
**LIFEdevelopment Seminar Syllabus**— (24 pgs) Syllabus used in training series

- **Cost to purchase this resource** $3.50

**LIFEdevelopment Handbook**— (104 pgs) Miroslav Pujic. This beautifully illustrated four color handbook offers fresh, contemporary suggestions drawn from time-honored Christian principles of outreach. It shares principles in making friends with secular people, showing your faith and talking about it, and organizing groups where postmodern seekers can connect with a Christian community

- **Cost to purchase this resource** $8.00

**Mind the Gap – Take the Leap**— (261 pgs) discussion guide. This book offers practical and interactive tools which will help you connect non-believers with Christ and His teachings

- **Cost to purchase this resource** $15.00

**Mind the Gap**— (5 DVD Set) – hosted by Dwight Nelson. A series of ten programs (faith, Bible, prayer, Jesus, death & resurrection, Second Coming, Holy Spirit, human nature, healing, and community) that look at how our fractured lives could benefit from principles found in the Christian faith

- **Cost to purchase this resource** $50.00

**Evidence**— (5 DVD Set) – hosted by Dwight Nelson. A series of ten programs (love, relationships, forgiveness, hope, suffering, meaning, rest, peace, death, and justice) which look at some of life’s values and the way we experience them. The programs are designed to stimulate thought and discussion through art, music, feature stories, and life interviews

- **Cost to purchase this resource** $50.00

**LIFEdevelopment Promo DVD**— A two minute promo video which shares the concept of LIFEdevelopment in a nutshell

- **Cost to purchase this resource** $10.00

**LIFE.info Magazine**— A series of four-color magazines designed to share with your non-Adventist friends. The aim of LIFE.info magazine is to provide relevant material to help people in day-to-day living. To encourage individuals to stop and think about a few things that perhaps they haven’t given much thought to before. To make them smile.

- **6 different** LIFE.info magazines to choose from

- **Cost to purchase this resource** $ 2.50 ea. (or the series of 6 for $12.00)
EVANGELISTIC CAMPAIGNS

Family Life Campaign Lessons—This set of eight colorful two-page Family Bible Lessons, which is coded Series A, is simple, attractive and easy to use. The answer to each question is at the end of the lesson!

❖ Usage in Evangelistic Cycle: It is designed for the preparation of prospects for the Family Life Evangelistic Campaign.
❖ Man Power Needed: Church members.
❖ Duration of Program: Eight weeks.
❖ Cost of Resource: 1-49 Sets: $1.75; 50-99 Sets: $1.50; 100 or more Sets: $1.25.
❖ Language Available: English

Family Life Campaign Manual—This is an indispensable resource for conducting a Family Life Evangelistic Campaign. The 300-page Manual has ten units covering Biblical Rationale for Family Life Evangelism, Methodology, The Campaign Master Sheet, Campaign Sabbath Services, Preparation and Conservation, Decision Visitation, Resources and Benefits. The biggest section, Unit Four, has the series of 24 Family Life evangelistic sermons. Each sermon deals with a vital Family issue and a conceptually compatible Bible Doctrine using a Christ-centered approach.

❖ Usage in Evangelistic Cycle: This resource is for conducting the evangelistic campaign.
❖ Man Power Needed: Pastor, Evangelist or Lay Evangelist.
❖ Duration of Program: Two, Three or Four Weeks as preferable.
❖ Cost of Resource: 1-49 copies: $12.95; 50-99 copies: $11.95; 100 or more: $10.95.
❖ Languages Available: English & Spanish.

Family Life Campaign CD—This contains the 24 sermons found in the Manual in Power Point presentations. It highlights the key points of each sermon with multiethnic graphics.

❖ Usage in Evangelistic Cycle: Conducting the actual Evangelistic Campaign.
❖ Man Power Needed: Pastor, Evangelist or Lay Evangelist.
❖ Duration of Program: Two, Three or Four Weeks.
❖ Cost of Resource: 1-49 CDs: $34.95; 50-99 CDs: $31.95; 100 or more: $29.95.
❖ Languages Available: English, French, Spanish

Training CD for Campaign Evangelism—This precious resource is designed for leaders and contains five seminars.

• CE 1: Philosophy, Methodology and Benefits of Family Life Evangelism.
• CE 2: Campaign Preparation Strategy: Step by Step Leader’s Guide.
• CE 3: Campaign Preparation Strategy: A Presentation for Your Church.
• CE 4: The Campaign Sermon: Components, Resources & Sample.
• CE 5: Ten Secrets of Evangelistic Success.

❖ Usage in Evangelistic Cycle: This provides training for Leaders and orientation for Church Members before start of the campaign.
❖ Man Power Needed: Pastor, Evangelist or Lay Evangelist.
❖ Duration of Program: Your own pace.
❖ Cost of Resource: 1-49 copies: $15.95; 50-99 copies: $14.95; 100 or more: $12.95.
❖ Language Available: English

SMALL GROUP EVANGELISM

Small Group Family Life Evangelism Lessons—This set of 15 four-page, four-color lessons, which is coded Series B, is ideal for use in Small Groups. Each lesson integrates a major Bible Doctrines with an important Family issue.
• Lesson 1: We’re in Love!
• Lesson 2: Successful Communication
• Lesson 3: Marital Compatibility
• Lesson 4: How to say, “I Love You!”
• Lesson 5: Resolving Conflicts
• Lesson 6: How to be Stress Free
• Lesson 7: What God says about Sex
• Lesson 8: Baby Boy! Baby Girl!
• Lesson 9: How to Prevent Divorce
• Lesson 10: How to Manage My Money
• Lesson 11: Health and Happiness
• Lesson 12: Responsible Parents
• Lesson 13: Understanding the Woman
• Lesson 14: Secrets of Discipline
• Lesson 15: Family Reunion

❖ Usage in Evangelistic Cycle: Small Groups are virtually mini evangelistic campaigns conducted in homes. The lesson replaces the sermon.
❖ Man Power Needed: Group Leader and members.
❖ Duration of Program: If meeting once weekly, three to four months.
❖ Cost of Resource: 1-49 Sets: $5.95; 50-99 Sets: $4.95; 100 or more: $3.95.
❖ Language Available: English, French, Spanish.

Small Group Family Life Evangelism CD—This CD has the 15 lessons – Questions and Answers – and accompanying graphics. It is a valuable resource for those who want to take their small groups to a higher level.

❖ Usage in Evangelistic Cycle: This is used in conjunction with the lessons in the small house campaigns.
❖ Man Power Needed: Group Leader and members
❖ Duration of Program: Three to four months, if meeting once a week.
❖ Cost of Resource: 1-49 copies: $19.95; 50-99 copies: $18.95; 100 or more: $17.95.
❖ Language Available: English, Spanish.

Training CD for Small Group Evangelism—This is a valuable resource for training Group Leaders as well as Group Members how to organize and implement effective small groups.

• SGE 1: Philosophy, Methodology and Benefits of Family Life Evangelism.
• SGE 2: Biblical Rationale and Ten Step Strategy for Small Group Evangelism
• SGE 3: Dynamics of the Short Reaping Campaign.
• SGE 4: Ten Secrets of Evangelistic Success.

This CD also has folders with other valuable resources. It is accompanied by a complimentary 16-page Leader’s Guide entitled, “Ten Step Strategy.”

❖ Usage in Evangelistic Cycle: This provides training for Leaders and orientation for Church Members before start of the program.
❖ Man Power Needed: Church and Group Leaders
❖ Duration of Program: Your own pace.
❖ Cost of Resource: 1-49 copies: $15.95; 50-99 copies: $14.95; 100 or more: $12.95.
❖ Language Available: English.

EVANGELISTIC SEMINARS

Nuggets for Seminar Evangelism—This is a unique set of eight colorful two-page Nuggets. Each one presents a single nugget of truth from a family point of view in an informal, non-threatening style, with open-ended questions for discussion. It is designed to stimulate interest in the minds of secular-minded persons.

❖ Usage in Evangelistic Cycle: This is to prepare prospects for the upcoming series of evangelistic seminars.
❖ Man Power Needed: Leader and intelligent Church Members.
**Duration of Program:** Eight weeks.

**Cost of Resource:** 1-49 Sets: $1.75; 50-99 Sets: $1.50; 100 or more: $1.25.

**Language Available:** English

**Study Guides for Family Life Evangelistic Seminars**—This awesome series of 24 full color eight-page study guides is designed for doing evangelism in seminar style with a professional ambiance. Half of each study guide treats a Family issue, while the other half presents a conceptually compatible Bible Doctrine in a user-friendly format. Each study is interactive, and contains two Group Activities. And each package has two certificates! One is a Marriage Recommitment Certificate (to be used with Seminar 11) and the other, a completion certificate.

- Seminar 1: Three Big Secrets of a Happy Family
- Seminar 2: Is it Really Love? Seven Ways to Tell
- Seminar 3: Three Essentials of Effective Communication
- Seminar 4: Six Keys, One Master Key to Marital Compatibility
- Seminar 5: Three Ways to say, “I Love You”. One is Irresistible!
- Seminar 6: Six Steps for Resolving Conflicts
- Seminar 7: Seven Ways to Manage Stress and Enjoy Inner Peace
- Seminar 8: Six Things Everyone should know about Sex
- Seminar 9: Baby Boy! Baby Girl! The Miracle of Procreation
- Seminar 10: Single, Sweet and Adorable! Seven Steps to Success
- Seminar 11: What God has joined Together! Preventing Divorce
- Seminar 12: Seven Ways to Enjoy My Sex Life More
- Seminar 13: Honey, where is the Money? Six Keys to Financial Success!
- Seminar 14: Eight-Step Strategy for Healthy, Happy Family
- Seminar 15: Who is the Boss in My House?
- Seminar 16: How to help my Child—the Happy Way!
- Seminar 17: Four Styles of Parenting. Four Ways to Discipline
- Seminar 18: How to use My Tongue. Four Types of Tongues!
- Seminar 19: Two Mothers! One Baby! Six Secrets of Self Esteem
- Seminar 20: Ten Things Every Man should know about the Woman
- Seminar 21: Ten Things Every Woman should know about the Man
- Seminar 22: “Hug me and Kiss me!” Parenting our Teenagers
- Seminar 23: From Death to Life! Happy Family Forever!
- Seminar 24: Eight Keys to Everlasting Love

**Usage in Evangelistic Cycle:** This is a full evangelistic series presented in seminar style.

**Man Power Needed:** Pastor, Evangelist or Adventist Professional with ability to conduct the evangelistic seminars.

**Duration of Program:** Three or four weeks or extended weekends

**Cost of Resource:** 1-49 Sets: $9.95; 50-99 Sets: $8.95; 100 or more: $7.95.

**Language Available:** English

**CD for Family Life Evangelistic Seminars**—This state-of-the-art CD is the companion to the 24 study guides. Its Power Point presentations are formatted with the new Happy Family template, and contains a wealth of unique, multi-ethnic graphics. This CD, with the above study guides, is a priceless resource for those who want to take evangelism to the next level! It has the potential to reach professionals and persons in the higher levels of our society.

**Usage in Evangelistic Cycle:** This is the full evangelistic series presented in an interactive seminar style.

**Man Power Needed:** Pastor, Evangelist or Adventist Professional with ability to conduct the evangelistic seminars.

**Duration of Program:** Three or four weeks or extended weekends

**Cost of Resource:** 1-49 copies: $39.95; 50-99 copies: $37.95; 100 or more: $35.95S.

**Language Available:** English
Training CD for Seminar Evangelism—This is an indispensable tool for Leaders who want to climb to the ladder to seminar evangelism. Here are the topics.

- SE 1: Philosophy, Methodology and Benefits of Family Life Evangelism.
- SE 2: Rationale and Preparation for Seminar Evangelism.
- SE 3: How to Present the Family Life Evangelistic Seminar.
- SE 4: The Evangelistic Seminar: A Sample.
- SE 5: Ten Secrets of Evangelistic Success.

This CD also has folders with other valuable resources. It is accompanied by a complimentary 16-page Leader’s Guide entitled, “Climbing the Ladder.”

**Usage in Evangelistic Cycle:** This provides training for Leaders and orientation for Church Members before start of the program.

**Man Power Needed:** Pastor, Evangelist or other Professional Presenter.

**Duration of Program:** Your own pace.

**Cost of Resource:** 1-49 copies: $15.95; 50-99 copies: $14.95; 100 or more: $12.95.

**Language Available:** English

---

SPIRITUAL GROWTH

**Family Life Education for the Church CD**—This CD contains a syllabus of ten comprehensive and practical seminars. This in-depth series is designed for education of the church – to empower Christians, in cooperation with divine agencies, to deal with their own family issues successfully. Each seminar lasts 1.5 hours, allowing adequate time for two or three breakout sessions for Couple or Group Activities.

For each seminar, there is a Power Point presentation with the concepts and graphics, a Presenter’s Worksheet, and a Participant’s Worksheet. With the purchase of this CD, the presenter is authorized to download and make copies of the worksheet for participants. Here is the syllabus.

- Seminar C1: Eight Keys to a Lasting, Happy Marriage
- Seminar C2: Seven Steps for Resolving Conflicts
- Seminar C3: Eight Things Everyone should know about Sex
- Seminar C4: Eight Secrets for Successful Singles
- Seminar C5: Six Keys for Parenting Young Children
- Seminar C6: From Hurting to Healing! Five Secrets: Twelve Steps
- Seminar C7: Six Keys to Financial Success
- Seminar C8: Eight Secrets for Living with an Unbelieving Spouse
- Seminar C9: Six Strategies for Adolescents! How to Win the Game
- Seminar C10: Ten Commandments for Parenting Teenagers

**Usage in Evangelistic Cycle:** This is valuable resource for education of old believers and the consolidation of new believers.

**Man Power Needed:** Presenter and church members.

**Duration of Program:** This can be tailored to the program of each church.

**Cost of Resource:** 1-49 copies: $39.95; 50-99 copies: $37.95; 100 or more: $35.95.

**Language Available:** English, French, Spanish.
Light Your World For God — Manual with comprehensive plan for pre-work
   ✦ Cost to purchase resource: $9.99

Prayer Warriors — 13 sessions, used for prayer meetings in prep for reaping meeting.
   ✦ Cost to purchase resource: $9.99

Studying Together — Checkbook-sized book that is a Bible Study reference guide – helps with answering tough questions and also gives a background on how to approach various religious faiths on common points.
   ✦ Cost to purchase resource: $7.95

Come Alive with Jesus — The Come Alive series has seven lessons that concentrate on the basic principles of Christianity
   ✦ Cost to purchase resource: $2.75/set

Stay Alive — Stay Alive contains fifteen lessons that encompass a deeper examination of specific truths in scripture.
   ✦ Cost to purchase resource: $3.75/set

Unsealing Daniel’s Mysteries — 12 sessions – great for home-based Bible Fellowship as a pre-cursor to a reaping event.
   ✦ Cost to purchase resource: DVD set is $99.00, and lesson sets are $6.95 (quantity pricing available).

7 Mysteries Solved — Within Christianity itself people have questioned long-standing precepts and teachings. What do the scriptures actually say about tenets such as hell-fire, resurrection, and the nature of man? Will the Second Coming of Christ be literally realized? And more important-how do these matters relate to a reality of faith in this fast-paced age? Provides answers to tougher questions and helps provide a context for tougher Bible topics
   ✦ Cost to purchase resource: $29.95
Health Expo Panels—(16 full color panels in any of three sizes, 3’x4’; 4.5’x6’; 6’x8’) A health expo is a proven door opener to the public. The expo panels serve as a professional looking backdrop using the eight laws of health while in front of them you can offer a variety of health screening activities.

- **Duration of program:** In most developing countries it works well to start the expo on a Wednesday and Thursday evening for an hour followed by a health talk of interest the second hour. On Friday night continue the expo hour but the second hour shorten the health talk to a health nugget (the Abundant Living series) of 12-15 minutes and leave the remainder of the time for the evangelistic message. (We like to continue the expo before each meeting up through and including the second weekend to help hold the audience.

- **Manpower needed:** Large meetings with hundreds attending would require 40 church members assisting. It is easy to orient members to use the screening equipment and they get a real blessing from working this way with the public.

- **Cost to purchase resource:** Health Expo panels (3’x4’ size) and Starter Kit package of screening equipment is $579 plus shipping. English and Spanish ready for immediate shipping. Most people find the regular size panels the easiest to use and carry (Expo panels 3’x4’ without Start Kit is $390). Starter Kit alone $250. (Medium size panels 4.5’x6’ $545, plus shipping; Large panels 6’x8’ $799 plus shipping. These larger sizes need up to three weeks for delivery if it is a language we already have listed available. We can work with you to translate the panels into any language but plan on six weeks usually if you have good help that will do the translation.

- **Cost to implement resource:** $150.-$250. used for making some kind of free standing frames for the health expo panels. We most often use PVC plastic pipe and Velcro the panels to the pipes. Full instructions supplied with each set of panels.

- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** People are always interested in their health and the expo, even twice a year gives the public an opportunity to get to know you by returning for additional screening to compare to the previous time.

- **Ordering Instructions:** Email us or phone. Email: info@HEResources.com or call direct (423) 290-3737; (423) 421-4193.

Abundant Living Health Nuggets—Prepared by the ASI Medical Advisory Group in conjunction with Wildwood Lifestyle Center and Hospital and sold by HER ministry (Health Education Resources), these 12 minute lectures are excellent for a lead-in to evangelistic meetings. The Abundant Living PowerPoint CD is completely text editable (change slide text as desired, add or drop slides) and comes in several languages. The Western series has 26 lectures with images and language targeted to people in industrialized countries, while the Village series includes 25 lectures targeted to people in developing countries. A printable thumb-nail script for each lecture comes on the CD.

- **Duration of program:** Twelve minutes without a translator, twice as long with a translator. (A shorten version will soon be available, in the meanwhile, you can drop slides yourself to shorten.)

- **Manpower needed:** One speaker who likes to share health topics

- **Cost to purchase resource:** The combination of all 51 lectures is $99 in CD-ROM PowerPoint format or in DVD format, or Western or Village series separately $69 in CD-ROM PowerPoint format only. (We recommend the combination of all the lectures since often when overseas you are asked to speak to different groups, school, cities and villages.)

- **Cost to implement resource:** Can use the same equipment being used for the sermons.

- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Most series do not allow for all the lectures to be used so some can be used in the first series and others in the second series.

- **Duration of program:** Five 1-hour PowerPoint presentations (CD)
- **Manpower needed:** One enthusiastic speaker/group leader to present material
- **Cost to purchase resource:** $50.00
- **Cost to implement resource:** None; Advertising handbills may be ordered from ColorPress (800)222-2145

**Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Evangelism begins with the foundational question: Can I rely on the Bible? Is the Bible accurate and authoritative in the 21st century? How can I be sure? *Discoveries of a Lifetime* brings the latest archaeological findings from the lands of the Bible in vivid 1-hour PowerPoint presentations. Each presentation is vividly illustrated with 80-130 brilliant slides from the ancient Near East alongside full scripts that will initiate people of all backgrounds on a journey revealing meaning for the present and hope for the future.

This resource is produced by Elder Mark Finley, well-known evangelist and Vice-President of the General Conference and Dr. Michael Hasel, Director of the Institute of Archaeology at Southern Adventist University. *Discoveries of a Lifetime* is adaptable as (1) a pre-series leading into a full-fledged, prophecy evangelistic series; (2) a small-group study; or (3) a series of follow-up meetings that will strengthen and nurture new Christians. An excellent tool for building bridges into a secular, postmodern world.

Archaeology and the Bible

- **Duration of program:** 10 1-hour DVD presentations
- **Cost to purchase resource:** $49.95
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Código | Descripción
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280517 | A través de la Biblia - Devocional
280520 | Abrazos de Jesús - Devocional para prescolares
10069 | Aconsejamiento eficaz en tiempo de crisis
280079 | AL FILO DE LO IMPOSIBLE
280134 | ALABANZAS INFANTILES
10064 | Revista Alimentación Sanza
280495 | ASÍ DIJO JESÚS - Edición de lujo - Tapa dura
280255 | ATAQUE CONTRA EL LUGAR SANTÍSIMO
280518 | Avanzando por fe cada día - Devocional para mujeres
10072 | AYUDA OPORTUNA PARA CRISTIANOS SINCEROS
280493 | Biblia NRV 2000 - Negra - Tapa dura - Concordancia
20054 | BIBLIA NRV 2000 - RUSTICA VERDE
20140 | BIBLIA NRV 2000 - Espiritu Santo - Tapa dura - Himnario sin música
20132 | BIBLIA NRV 2000 - Negra piel - Estudio - Himnario con música
20138 | BIBLIA NRV 2000 - Negra vinil - Estudio Fe de Jesús
20048 | BIBLIA NRV 2000 - NEGRA Tapa dura - Estudios Fe de Jesús
280423 | BIBLIA NRV 2000 - NEGRA Tapa Dura - Fe de Jesús contestada
20135 | BIBLIA NRV 2000 - VINO PIEL con cremallera
20125 | BIBLIA NRV 2000 - AMARILLA Tapa dura
20067 | BIBLIA PARA NIÑOS NRV 2000 - Tapa dura
20073 | BIBLIA PIEL NEGRA ESTUCHE
280386 | Caminando con Elena G de White
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30089 | COMENTARIO BIBLICO - Azul T.3
30105 | COMENTARIO BIBLICO - Azul T.4
30106 | COMENTARIO BIBLICO - AZUL T.5
30107 | COMENTARIO BIBLICO - AZUL T.6
30108 | COMENTARIO BIBLICO - AZUL T.7
30090 | COMENTARIO BIBLICO - Azul T.7A
30123 | COMENTARIO Del EVANGELIO DE JUAN
280504 | Cómo abrazar a un corazon
280400 | Cómo crear una atmósfera celestial
30004 | COMO TRIUNFAR EN EL AMOR
30118 | CONDUCCION DIVINA O PRESION MUNDANA
30146 | Conocer a Jesús es todo
30148 | CONSEJERO MEDICO MATERNO
30074 | CONSEJOS PARA LA IGLESDIA
30062 | CONSEJOS PARA LOS MAESTROS
280304 | Consejos para los maestros,... rústico
30052 | CONSEJOS SOBRE LA OBRA DE LA
30028 | CONSEJOS SOBRE LA SALUD
30053 | CONSEJOS SOBRE MAYORDOMIA
280345 | Consejos sobre Mayordomía
280512 | Revista Corazón Sano
30072 | CORAZONES EN SINTONIA CON DIOS
280384 | CREAR AMOR
280388 | Creencias de .. Adventistas 28
30013 | CRISTO EN SU SANTUARIO
30125 | CRISTO ES LA SOLUCION - (R)
50044 | DICCIONARIO BIBLICO
50053 | DIEZ PROMESAS MILAGROSAS
280231 | Diez valores cristianos que todo niño debería conocer
50048 | DONESSPIRITUALES PRACTICOS
60137 | EL ANTICRISTO
60164 | EL ANTICRISTO Y EL NUEVO ORDEN
280544 | El Arca De Noe - Narrador
280550 | El Arca De Noe - Cuadernos para colorear -Set 4
280308 | El Camino a Cristo - Rústico -pegado
60001 | EL CAMINO A CRISTO - Rústico de lujo
60158 | EL CAMINO A CRISTO Tapa Dura
280331 | El Camino a Cristo - Rústico -cocido
60135 | EL CAMINO DE LA ESPERANZA
60070 | EL CENTINELA ESPECIAL - APOC.
60069 | EL CENTINELA ESPECIAL - DANIEL
60058 | EL COLPORTOR EVANGELICO
60002 | EL COLPORTOR DE EXITO
280499 | El Cristiano Victorioso
60108 | EL DESAFIO DEL TIEMPO FINAL
60128 | El Deseado de todas las gentes -  rústico
60129 | El Deseado de todas las gentes - Tapa Dura
60205 | EL DETECTIVE IVAN Y EL SECRETO
60035 | EL DISCURSO MAESTRO DE JESUCRISTO
60169 | EL DOMINGO VIENE
280501 | El Dragón que todos llevamos dentro
60207 | EL ESTUDIO BIBLICO
60010 | EL EVANGELISMO
280235 | El maravilloso mundo de la Biblia
60016 | EL MINISTERIO DE LA BONDAD
60168 | EL MINISTERIO DE PUBLICACIONES
150098 | EL MINISTERIO MEDICO
Light Your World for God—Light Your World for God details the careful planning involved in beginning a successful Bible study program in your church. Inside you will find practical, field-tested principles that can make a dramatic difference in your church and community.

Cost: $9.95

Prayer Warriors—Learn how to prevail with God, wrestle with Him in prayer, and intercede on behalf of others. You will become a prayer warrior as you read this 13-chapter book!

Cost: $9.95

New Beginnings Small Group Study—The New Beginnings Bible Study Guide takes you on a tour through the Holy Bible, the Word of God. Each lesson shows how God has communicated to humankind through the inspired writers of the Bible, and how these messages apply to our lives today.

Cost: $4.95

Search for Certainty—This series of full-message, doctrinal Bible studies is perfect for sharing Christ-centered Biblical truths with your friends and family. Pastor Mark Finley has refined these 30 doctrinal lessons throughout his ministry, and hundreds of thousands of people have used them all over the world.

Cost: $5.95

Unsealing Daniel’s Mysteries—This exciting, Christ-centered approach to the prophetic book of Daniel features chapter-by-chapter presentations about Daniel’s prophecies and how they concern your life and future. This series is ideal for church outreach and Bible study groups.

Cost: $5.95

The Appearing—Our two-disc DVD set captures all 5 nights of the innovative satellite experience. Plus, you’ll receive a 6th bonus program, The Unknown Hour, available only on this DVD. The ancients predicted it. Today it is one of the hottest subjects around. Millions of people are talking about it—and even though dramatic shifts in world events seem to indicate that it’s about to happen, few people agree on exactly what will happen. Is it possible that many people are making a big mistake when it comes to the Appearing—an event that is referenced in the Bible more than 2,500 times?

You owe it to yourself to watch this riveting DVD. As debates and theories about end-of-the-world events permeate the popular media, Shawn Boonstra takes a closer look at what the ancient prophecies of the Bible actually say, and pieces together a startling but undeniable picture of last-day events that may come as a surprise to most readers. Do you know what to expect? Are you ready?

Cost: $14.95 (Available in Spanish)

BibleInfo.com—Bibleinfo.com uses the Internet to help people find answers to their questions—and it all comes directly from the Bible. The site contains what the Bible has to say on more than 350 topics in 19 languages! Today there are only seven countries in the world that have not been connected to Bibleinfo.com—and they do not have the Internet!

Visitors can ask Bible questions and make prayer requests at the site. Each individual receives a personal response from a Christian volunteer, usually within 72 hours.

Cost: Free
**The Presence**—In this two-disc DVD set, Pastor Boonstra unfolds the mysteries behind the ancient tabernacle and how the Sanctuary applies to our lives today. Capture all five nights of this innovative satellite experience on high quality DVD, plus receive a special 6th program entitled “Behind the Veil.”

This two-disc set also includes a comprehensive Bible study on the Sanctuary following the presentations. This DVD is perfect for small group studies, home groups or any individual who wants to learn more about these ancient artifacts and the true nature of Jesus as revealed through them.

**Cost:** $14.95 (Available in Spanish)

---

**Studying Together**—Studying Together is a must-have reference handbook for witnessing and giving Bible studies. This pocket-sized reference contains succinct answers to all the hard questions. Many people keep a few on hand!

**Cost:** $7.95

---

**La Voz de la Esperanza**

To Order: 1-352-591-2947 • www.lavoz.org

**La Voz de la Esperanza—**

- **Duration of program:** 17 individual programs on DVD @ 28:30 mins. each
- **Manpower needed:** Projectionist + Speaker
- **Cost to purchase resource:** $69
- **Cost to implement resource:** None, other than renting projector, if necessary
- **Ordering Instructions:** Call Edna Zayas in our Florida office.

**Bible Courses**

**Covering Youth Issues, Health, Family Life and Basic Scripture Study—**

- **Tiempo Joven** $4.00 for a set of lessons
- **Buena Salud** $3.00 for a set of lessons
- **Tesoros de Vida** $4.00 for a set of lessons
- **Hogar Feliz** $3.00 for a set of lessons
- **Descubra** $3.00 for a set of lessons
Lay Institute for Evangelism (LIFE)

To Order: 1-888-MAT-2819 (1-888-628-2819) • www.ComeExperienceLife.com • info@ComeExperienceLife.com

Operation MissionLIFE—OML is a campus based evangelism training and outreach opportunity with the option of overseas mission service included

- Category of Resource - Evangelism Training Institute
- Manpower needed to implement resource - N/A
- Duration of Program - 5 months (10 months total including optional overseas mission service)
- Cost to Purchase Resource - see website for details
- Cost to Implement Resource - N/A

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Operation MissionLIFE equips students with all the skills necessary for soul-winning both in a Western (secular) and cross-cultural context. Through this training they will be able to create their own cycle of evangelism in their home church or working as an experienced Bible Worker.

- Languages offered: English

Online video training modules (Relational evangelism, Public evangelism, Health evangelism, etc.)

- Category of Resource - Online Video Training
- Manpower needed to implement resource - N/A
- Duration of Program - Dependent on length of video training
- Cost to Purchase Resource - Free
- Cost to Implement Resource - N/A

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Church members can access free online training seminars which provide instruction on how to use a ministries evangelistic material. Training is on-demand can happen anytime during a cycle of evangelism.

- Languages offered: English, Spanish

Liberty Magazine

To Order: www.libertymagazine.org

Liberty Magazine—Magazine subscription sponsorship is a tool local church members can use to connect with their local ‘thought leaders’, and share with them the importance of protecting our religious freedoms.

- Category of resource: Religious Liberty
- Duration of program: 1 year annual subscription
- Cost to purchase resource: $6.95/annual subscription

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Sponsoring Liberty subscriptions for local religious, civic, and government leaders is the perfect way to introduce your local church to surrounding community leaders, as well as share the Adventist church’s longstanding defense of religious freedom.
Lifestyle Matters Series — We hear a lot about how diet and lifestyle affects risk for chronic diseases such as heart disease and diabetes. The Lifestyle Matters series helps you understand and learn simple strategies that can help you:

- Lower stress and depression levels
- Improve memory, learning, and mood
- Lower dementia risk
- Lose weight and keep it off without severe diets or gimmicks
- Reduce your risk for lifestyle diseases
- Overcome food cravings and food addictions
- Overcome substance and behavioral addictions

❖ The Lifestyle Matters materials are designed to help you improve physical health, mental function, overcome addictions, and discover the keys to wholeness of body, mind, and spirit.

❖ For more info go to http://www.lifestylematters.com/Why_Lifestyle_Matters__W3.cfm

❖ Duration of program:
  - Simple Solutions, Diet & Stress – 4 two-hour sessions
  - Foods for Thought- 4 two-hour sessions
  - Living Free – 6 two-hour sessions

❖ Manpower needed: Coordinator, Facilitator or co-facilitators (number will depend on the number of respondents) discussion group leaders at each table of six, host or hostess, registration coordinator. More than one of these slots can be filled by the same person, depending on number of personnel available.

❖ Cost to purchase resource:
  - Simple Solutions or Foods for Thought – $169.95
  - Living Free – $199.95

❖ Cost to implement resource: Program is designed to purchase participant books and accessory items (DVDs, cookbooks, audiobooks) at wholesale & sell at retail prices to participants to cover cost of seminar. Suggested price of the seminar would be the retail price of the book, which would then be included in the cost of the seminar. There is also a provided tasting & mingling at the beginning of each session, using recipes from the participant book.

❖ Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Lifestyle Matters seminars are designed to reach out to the community with the health message, thereby making contacts & developing friendships. An ongoing monthly health outreach is a good follow-up to continue these friendships and invite them to church, prepare the community for the next Lifestyle Matters seminar, or any other evangelistic efforts the church may sponsor.

❖ The Lifestyle Matters programs fit easily into busy schedules, are ideal for small churches as well as large ones, and provide all the tools, visuals, materials, supplies, and advertising needed for a successful, Bible-based health program. The topics we cover attract those suffering from chronic disorders such as diabetes, heart disease, and overweight. But it also attracts college students, younger men and women, business people, and mothers who may be experiencing chronic stress, depression, fatigue, and bad habits and addictions.

❖ Ordering Instructions: Keep in mind when ordering to allow yourself a reasonable shipping lead time, so you will have your product in plenty of time to look over and familiarize yourself with the products before the actual seminar is to begin. A good rule of thumb is to allow yourself a month lead time if at all possible.
See With New Eyes, The True Beauty of God’s Character— by Ty Gibson: this book is about God. He is extremely beautiful. But you must close your eyes and open your heart to see him. Close your eyes to the ugly pictures of deity so prevalent in our world and open your mind and emotions to the crystal-clear image of God in the person of Jesus Christ. 159 pages. Paperback.

Cost to purchase resource: $11.99 ea. 2+ $10.79; 25+ $9.95; 100+ $7.19

An Endless Falling in Love— by Ty Gibson: A rare synthesis of heart and smart, An Endless Falling in Love is an emotional and intellectual journey of provocative beauty. In these pages you will encounter God as a real person, a person of infinite love and passionate sensitivity. Chapter by chapter, you will feel as though someone has taken you by the hand and escorted you into the divine heart. Once there, you will be convinced that you are the special object of His love. Key Bible truths, often held as dry creedal facts, are here presented as vital insights into the character of God. The Trinity is revealed as the foundational reality of the universe, God as both Self and Other, existing in relational, other-centered love. Creation is then explored as the natural expression of God’s desire to reproduce in His image, so that others might know the joy of His love. Eternal life is shown to be a quality of life that derives its meaning from experiential intimacy with God. The Fall, the Incarnation, the Cross and other crucial truths are all set forth against the backdrop of an eternal love relationship with God. 197 pages. Paperback.

Cost to purchase resource: $12.99; 2+ $11.69; 10+ $11.04; 25+ $10.39; 100+ $9.74

Shades of Grace— by Ty Gibson: It has been said, “The genius of a good book is that it explains a familiar subject with unfamiliar newness.” Such is the base with this book. The incredibly cital topic of divine grace is opened here, layer after layer, until one feels as though a whole new dimension of thought and feeling has flooded into the soul. 160 pages. Paperback.

Cost to purchase resource: $12.99; 2+ $11.69; 10+ $11.04; 25+ $10.39; 100+ $9.74

Closer Than Angels— Do you know someone who needs a special blessing? Or maybe someone who is feeling hopeless? What about someone you would like to be able to share something with and get to know them better? Ty Gibson’s new booklet, Closer than Angels, my be the perfect gift. Written in a devotional style with the added bonus of an audio CD with a personal message from Ty included.

Cost to purchase resource: $7.95; 2+ $7.25; 5+ $7.10; 10+ $6.95

To All the World #1— Certain Answers for an Uncertain World: A Christ-centered and tactful, yet clear, presentation of truth. Authors include some of the best communicators in Adventism: Mark Finley, George Vandeman and Clifford Goldstein. In 32 pages the reader will encounter the plan of salvation, the Sabbath, the character of god in the light of sin and suffering, the judgment, religious liberty and the second coming. The magazine closes with an invitation to worship and fellowship at a local Seventh-day Adventist church.

Cost to purchase resource: $1.00; 25+ $.60; 250+ $.30 (cases of 250) Also available in Spanish and French.

To All the World #2— Opening the Prophecies of Daniel and Revelation: Designed for sharing with Adventists and non-Adventists alike, this Christ-centered magazine proclaims truth for this present age. Authors include Mark Finley, George Vandeman, Clifford Goldstein, James Rafferty and Ty Gibson. In 48 pages the reader is introduced to the key prophecies of Daniel and Revelation.

Cost to purchase resource: $1.50; 25+ $.90; 150+ $.50. (cases of 150) Also available in Spanish and French.

Secrets of Peace— The timeless treasure, Steps to Christ, by Ellen G White, in a 32-page, full-color magazine. With images of nature gracing the cover and inside pages, the reader is invited to ponder the deep and
searching truths of Scripture presented. Designed to allow the Holy Spirit to work through the printed page. No reference is made to the author or any previous printing of the text under any other title.

**Cost to purchase resource:** $1.00; 25+ $0.60; 250+ $0.30 (cases of 250) Also available in Spanish and French.

Unlocking Revelation—(2-color) by Ty Gibson and James Rafferty: A set of 20 studies that takes you through the entire book of Revelation. Designed specifically for evangelism. Can be shared individually or in sets. Great for one-on-one or group studies.

- Study 1: Revelation-A book of Open Secrets
- Study 2: The Key that Unlocks Revelation
- Study 3: The Seven Churches, Part I
- Study 4: The Seven Churches, Part II
- Study 5: The Seven Churches, Part III
- Study 6: Peering Through Heaven’s Open Door
- Study 7: The Mystery of the Sealed Book, Part I
- Study 8: The Mystery of the Sealed Book, Part II
- Study 9: The 144,000 and the Great Multitude
- Study 10: Omens of the End, Part I
- Study 11: Omens of the End, Part II
- Study 12: The Bittersweet Book
- Study 13: The Two Witnesses
- Study 14: The War Behind All Wars
- Study 15: The Sea Beast and the Land Beast
- Study 16: The Final Messages From Heaven
- Study 17: The Seven Last Plagues and Armageddon
- Study 18: The Woman and the Beast
- Study 19: Satan in Chains
- Study 20: New Heaven and New Earth

**Cost to purchase resource:** $4.00 set; 10+ sets #3.40; 50+ sets $2.80

The Unsealing of Daniel—(2 color) by Ty Gibson and James Rafferty: A set of 15 studies that takes you through the entire book of Daniel. Designed to follow along with the 3ABN program, dddxssss. Great for one-on-one or group studies. Includes a full-color prophetic time chart (suitable to hang on your wall).

- Study 1: A Book of Atonement and Reconciliation
- Study 2: Captive Evangelism
- Study 3: God’s Initiative for Atonement in History
- Study 4: Standing for Truth
- Study 5: Whatever-It-Takes Salvation
- Study 6: Atonement Rejected
- Study 7: Atonement Through Intercession
- Study 8: The Kingdom Threatened and Triumphant, Part 1
- Study 9: The Kingdom Threatened and Triumphant, Part 2
- Study 10: The Gospel Obscured
- Study 11: The Gospel Restored
- Study 12: Glory Dust
- Study 13: God Rules!
- Study 14: Papal-U.S. Alliance in Prophecy
- Study 15: The Time of the End

**Cost to purchase resource:** $4.50 set; 10+ sets #4.00; 50+ sets $3.50

Preludes of Hope—Our interest in the prophetic books of Daniel and Revelation is no great secret, at least for those familiar with Light Bearers Ministry. The focus of these studies is the gospel in Revelation. It is a supplement to our other outlines, and also to any of our mainline Adventist prophecy meetings. This series will make a powerful addition to your evangelistic outreach for either pre-work or follow-up, as well as enlarge your own grasp of Bible prophecy. They are written in a simple style, intended to ground our hearts in
the gospel of God’s great love against the backdrop of Revelation.

**Cost to purchase resource:** $4.00 set; 2+ sets $3.75; 10+ sets $3.50; 25+ sets $3.00

**Lift Him Up Series Revelation 14**—A set of 13 studies that takes an in depth look at Revelation 14. Studies correspond with the Lift Him Up program that can be aired on 3ABN. Can be used for personal or group studies.

- Study 1: The Everlasting Gospel
- Study 2: Fear God
- Study 3: Give Glory to God
- Study 4: The Hour of Judgment, Part 1
- Study 5: His Judgment is Come, Part 2
- Study 6: Worship Him
- Study 7: Babylon in Fallen
- Study 8: The Wine of Babylon
- Study 9: Worship the Beast
- Study 10: Image of the Beast-U.S. in Prophecy
- Study 12: The Wrath of God, Part 1
- Study 13: The Wrath of God, Part 2

**Cost to purchase resource:** $3.50 set; 2+ sets $3.00; 10+ sets $2.80; 25+ sets $2.60

**See With New Eyes Tract Series**—(4 color) by Ty Gibson: Seven evangelistic tracts designed to provoke a thoughtful and prayerful consideration of God’s character of love and mercy as each topic is discussed.

- Light in the Shadows
- Light in Your Heart
- Sabbath Rest
- If God is Love, Why are Sin and Suffering Allowed?
- World History in Advance
- The Mystery of Death Solved
- What If It’s True?
- Warm Reality

**Cost to purchase resource:** $.10 each; 100+ $.09; 1000+ .07 $.60 for the set.

**Steps to Christ Tract Series**—(color) by Ellen G. White: A 16-tract set taken directly from the chapters of Steps to Christ. Excellent envelope stuffers.

- God’s Love for Man
- Every Person’s Need
- The Gift of Repentance
- The Choice of Repentance
- Confession of Sin
- How to Live for God
- Faith and Acceptance
- The Test of Discipleship
- Growing Up In Christ
- The Work and the Life
- A Knowledge of God
- The Privilege of Prayer
- The Power of Prayer
- What to do with Doubt
- Rejoicing in the Lord
- Happiness in the Lord

**Cost to purchase resource:** $.07; 100+ $.06; 1000+ $.05; $1.12 set; 10+ sets $.95; 50+ sets $.78
**Living It Up: Health Tract Series**

- **Making the Most of Every Bite:** The first in our Living It Up! health tract series. Beautiful full-color tract on nutrition designed for sharing. In this pamphlet you will take a brief look at different cultures that have achieved remarkable health and learn from them. It will also address how you can make the most of every bite by implementing positive, live-enhancing changes—thus improving global health one choice, one person, at a time. 11X17 color tri-fold.

- **Exercise, Being All You Can Be:** The second in our Living It Up! health tract series. Beautiful full-color tract on exercise designed for sharing. There are more than 600 muscles in your body. They help make up the most incredible machine this world has ever seen—your body. Muscles prove that you were designed for action. With exercise, your body machine will operate longer, stronger and more efficiently. Without it, the machine rusts and deteriorates. Learn about many of the benefits you will receive by exercising regularly. 11X17 color tri-fold.

- **Water, Quenching Streams:** The third in our Living It Up! health tract series. Beautiful full-color tract on water designed for sharing. Our bodies are approximately 70% water. Needless to say, water plays an enormous role in how well we function. Only oxygen is more important to human survival. From brain to bone, water is a vital ingredient. Learn just how important water is to keeping your body in the best of health. 11X17 color tri-fold.

- **Sunshine, Friend or Foe:** The fourth in our Living It Up! health tract series. Beautiful full-color tract on sunshine designed for sharing. Studies show that exposing the body to sunlight or even artificial UV light increases the number of white blood cells or lymphocytes. These are the body’s primary defense against the onslaught of infection and illness. However, too much sunlight—especially enough to burn the skin—lowers resistance, weakens the immune system and accelerates free-radical damage. 11X17 color tri-fold.

- **Alcohol, The Viper’s Bite:** The fifth in our Living It Up! health tract series. Beautiful full-color tract on alcohol designed for sharing. Grapes and grains. What could be better for you? Thanks to the media’s “feel good” publicity and the wholesome image conferred by mainstream medicine, alcohol is hailed as the social lubricant for finding that perfect someone, the stimulant that infuses you with courage and power, the reward you deserve after a hard day’s work, the daily tonic that will keep heart disease at bay. While the media and much of the medical world openly endorse alcohol use, there are other facts worth considering. 11X17 color tri-fold.

- **Breathe, The Rhythm of Life:** The sixth in our Living It Up! health tract series. Beautiful full-color tract on oxygen designed for sharing. The simple act of breathing comes in a variety of rhythms. While we may not always be conscious of this automatic function, I believe taking a closer look at how we breathe will have a significant effect on our well-being. 11X17 color tri-fold.

**Cost to purchase resource:** $.20 ea. 10+ $.18 ea.; 25+ $.17 ea.; 100+ $.16 ea.; 500+ $.15 ea.
What’s The Connection?

✦ **Duration of program:** There are 8 DVD presentations that can be shown over an 8-week period following a health program. There is also a resource CD that has the PowerPoint slides for those wanting to present the program themselves. The resource CD also has PR materials. There is an instructors manual to guide and give ideas to the class facilitator. The lessons in the manual can be copied to use as handouts.

✦ **Manpower needed:** One person can facilitate / lead this follow-up seminar. Ideally, a multiple members would attend the seminar along with the non-member attendees.

✦ **Cost to purchase resource:** $89.00 plus $5 postage.

✦ **Cost to implement resource:** The cost of copying the handouts.

✦ **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Christ’s reaping events were always proceeded by effective entering wedge (health) events that brought healing, broke down prejudice, and offered a practical demonstration of the power of the gospel. This seminar is designed to follow up such events. It helps people make the connection between the health event and Him. It does this through a series of sequential studies beginning with God’s Exodus health seminar and then moving to a study of the health / spiritual studies found in the book of Daniel. By the end of the seminar, Daniel 1-6 have been studied and embraced by the students. They are prepared for the preaching of the prophetic sections of the books of Daniel and Revelation.
Textbook on Public Evangelism—Describes in detail the process and activities involved from the preparation for Public Evangelism through the meetings and effective follow-up.

- **Cost to purchase resource:** Not Known
- **Cost to implement resource:** None
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** This text book is Preparation to establish redemptive contacts prior to the meeting.

Purposeful Relationships and Intercessory Prayer—Leads a small group or Sabbath School class through ten steps from praying for God’s guidance to making a transformational difference in the lives of people with who we regularly come in contact.

- **Duration of program:** Ten weeks
- **Manpower needed:** Involves the members of the group
- **Cost to purchase resource:** $20.00 for CD
- **Cost to implement resource:** None
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Preparation to establish redemptive contacts prior to the meeting.

Equipping University—Comprehensive and practical classes with corresponding reading and homework in the areas of personal evangelism, mobilizing the laity for evangelistic ministry and small group evangelism.

- **Duration of program:** two weekends per class
- **Cost to purchase resource:** $2,000.00 per weekend or $4,000.00 per class
- **Cost to implement resource:** Depending on the class
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** All three classes teach and implement tasks for the development of ministries and structures that will mobilize lay ministers in the reaching out personally or within their ministry to the community.

NCD Survey and Resources—A tool that will help the church diagnose and implement measures by which they can be more effective in reaching and retaining lost people.

- **Duration of program:** Involves a diagnostic and the implementation through a coaching process is continual.
- **Cost to purchase resource:** $150.00 per survey
- **Cost to implement resource:** None

Holistic Small Groups to Reach the Harvest—Materials and training events that help a church start holistic small groups with an intentional process by which they come in contact with their friends and acquaintances.

- **Manpower needed:** Equipping of leaders
- **Cost to implement resource:** None
**Nedley Health Solutions**

To Order: 1-888-778-4445 or 1-580-226-8007 • For More Info: www.drnedley.com

**Depression Recovery Program**—

- **Duration of program:** Eight weeks
- **Manpower needed:** 4 volunteers for the first 15 people attending the Depression Recovery Program then 2 volunteers for each additional 15 people.
- **Cost to purchase resource:** $325.00 (DVD set, Director/Facilitator Guide and other resource materials to be used weekly by the church) It is required to have someone from the church attend a Nedley Depression Recovery Training Program. Call the office for locations to receive training so you can run the program as a top notch community outreach.
- **Cost to implement resource:** The cost to the church would be minimal (electricity, etc)
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** The Depression Recovery Program clears the mind and prepares it for a follow-up study using the book of Daniel. Without much urging the participants will sign up for further study. This program brings souls to Christ uncovering the cause of depression, improves the frontal lobe so the person can have a clear understanding of the bible.
- **Ordering Instructions:** Call Nedley Health Solutions to find out how to obtain the training and materials you need to run a successful Depression Recovery Program.

**North American Division**

**Adult Ministries Department**

To Order: AdventSource - 1-800.-328-0525 or www.adventsource.org

**Adult Ministries Resources**—

- **Prison Ministries Handbook**
- **Inmate Spiritual Counseling Curriculum**
- **Practical Guide to Personal Ministries:** the Complete Resource for Leaders in Outreach Ministries, Bible Study and Assimilation Committees
- **The Sabbath School Handbook**
- **Sabbath School & Personal Ministries** - Basic Level
- **Personal Ministries** - Advanced Level
- **Principles of Personal Christian Witnesses**
- **Spiritual Gifts** - The Keys to Ministry
- **Basic Training for Prison Ministers** - available free at www.nadadultministries.org
- **Capacitacion Basica para el Ministerio de Prisiones** - available free at www.nadadultministries.org
- **Network News, our online newsletter**—available free at www.nadadultministries.org

Please visit our website - www.nadadultministries.org.
North American Division
Children’s Ministries Department

To Order: AdventSource - 1-800-328-0525 or www.adventsource.org

Transforming Children Into Spiritual Champions—by George Barna. Everyone knows that children grow up fast. Now is the time to reach them for Jesus. Read this book and find out how you can maximize ministry effectiveness, Transforming Children Into Spiritual Champions will point you in the right direction.

Cost: Book #010450 $17.95 DVD #010451 $29.95

Teaching the Faith—Childhood is different now. Life is busier. Everything has changed, except the need to reach kids to love God. The most comprehensive guide available in print, the book covers everything you need to know.

Cost: Book #016250 $19.95

Cindy Tutsch’s 41 Bible Studies—41 Teen Bible studies with age-appropriate language and colorful graphics - Great for baptismal preparation, teaching Adventist heritage, answering doctrinal questions and developing a relationship with Jesus.

Cost: #0940 $8.95

Fearless Bible Investigators—Here is an ongoing series of innovative Bible study adventures where youth 9-12 years of age become the investigators. The series includes mysteries, puzzles to stimulate the curiosity as kids learn the Bible.

Cost: #018863 $9.95

Good News for Today—These lessons are designed to help the students develop their biblical research skills by looking for answers to specific questions, analyzing facts, making comparisons and drawing conclusions. Best for grades 5 and up.

Cost: #010500 $6.95

It’s My Choice—Age-appropriate baptismal class presentations for juniors - Ten studies help kids understand the 27 fundamental beliefs and the thirteen baptismal vows of the Adventist Church.

Cost: Leader Manual #010120 $8.95 Student Workbook #010125 $2.95

E.G. White Estates—Ellen White Visionary for Kids (Ve.Z) is produced and published online four times a year by the Ellen G. White Estate, Inc.

Web: www.whiteestate.org

E-mail: vezforkids@gmail.com

Pacific Press

Bible Treasures—Ten take-home magazines designed for children. Topics, which are written at a child’s level, cover the major truths of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church - Perfect for child evangelism activities.

- 4333003382 Bible Treasures-2nd Coming-How
- 4333003385 Bible Treasures-Baptism
- 4333003384 Bible Treasures-Death
- 4333003386 Bible Treasures-God’s Church
- 4333003383 Bible Treasures-Great Controversy
- 4333003387 Bible Treasures-Health
- 4333003389 Bible Treasures- Sabbath
- 4333003381 Bible Treasures-Salvation
- 4333003380 Bible Treasures-2nd Coming
God Loves Me 28 Ways—Designed as a read-it-yourself book for primary and early junior-age kids to learn about the beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist Church


What We Believe for Kids—Our statement of fundamental beliefs can be confusing to a kid. Now, thanks to best-selling children's author Jerry D. Thomas you can share your beliefs using kid-friendly words even small children can understand.


Learn About God’s Love – Activity Book—This activity book that can be used with God Loves Me 28 ways or What We Believe for Kids - There are activities to illustrate each of the 28 beliefs.


What We Believe for Teens—Help younger teens understand Seventh-day Adventist beliefs and know Jesus as a loving friend.


Review and Herald

Guide Magazine Special Issues—Guide’s special “flip” issues help young people understand Seventh-day Adventist doctrines and spiritually crucial end-time messages. Insights will be gained on the cosmic battle between Christ and Satan and how it impacts the history and future of our world. Each issue contains true stories of how these truths have impacted the lives of people past and present. Ellen G. white – Light to Defeat the Darkness, Daniel – The Future in a Dream, Revelation – Secrets of Destiny Island, Sanctuary – night of No Return, Sabbath – Stephen’s Sabbath Odyssey, Spiritualism – Rescue from Evil, Creation/Evolution – The Truth Explorers, health-Get the Winning Edge for Life!

Cost: Each issue is $.049

Winner Magazine—This drug education program starts at grade four. It's really the most fun kid can have and still call it drug education. It’s loaded with stories told from a kid’s-eye view, puzzles, games, and riddles. Some of the stories build self-esteem so that kids equipped with the confidence, as well as good reasons, to say No to drugs.

Cost: US$15.95

Come Meet Jesus - Evangelism Kit—The kit includes everything you need to plan 27 quick and easy programs for children. Each day they will be introduced Jesus through Bible Story activities, crafts, videos, games, and music.

The Come Meet Jesus Kit includes:
- One program guide for ages 4-7
- One program guide for ages 8-11
- Two music videos
- Two music CDs
- One children’s NKJV Bible
- Six theme videos with nature, archaeology, and Bible segments


Forever Stories—Here is everything you need to plan 21 quick and easy programs for children that include song, crafts, activities, stories and memory verses. The kit includes: Guidebook, Funbooks, Forever stories books, videos, coloring books, prints

Cost: Kit: 0280-0957-0  US $89.99, Can $134.99

Voice of Prophecy

KidZone Bible Guides—Complete all 14 guides and receive a KidZone Diploma

Website: www.kidzvop.com
Listed below is a list of helpful books and websites that provide information on how to reach people with disabilities in your church.

**Disabilities Ministries Handbook**
- **Order at:** www.adventsource.org
- **Cost:** $14.95

**Autism and Your Church**
- **Order at:** www.friendship.org/autism
- **Cost:** $27.95

**American Sign Language Dictionary**
- **Order at:** www.amazon.com
- **Cost:** $24.95

**Websites:**
- www.adventistswithautism.org
- www.arthritis.org
- www.cancer.org
- www.americanheart.org
- www.diabetes.org
- www.deafadventist.org
- www.asha.org/public/speech/disorders/
- www.christianrecord.org (vision impairment)
Relationships Where Love is in Place—How do churches help build relationships with love in place? This planbook was created to assist pastors and church leaders in creating an intentional plan to help the members of their churches develop loving relationships. From sermons and children’s stories to articles and book reviews you will find an abundance of resources available in this planbook. Here is a short list of what you will find:

**Sermons**—Available sermons include:
- Loving the Person Next to You
- Conspiracy of Love
- The Goodness of God

**Seminars**—Available seminars include:
- Community: Key to Intimacy
- Rearing Disciples Who Love
- God’s Love with Us

**Articles**—Available articles include:
- Searching for Love and Intimacy in Marriage
- Helping Couples to Connect Emotionally
- Tell It to Your Children

Edyta Jankiewicz says in her Communication: The Key to Intimacy seminar, “It is only as we risk being fully known that we can be fully loved and accepted.” Relationships Where Love is in Place will assist your church in growing as a loving community of faith.

From This Day Forward DVD Seminar—Pastors and family life leaders now can offer the quality of the From This Day Forward marriage conference in their own churches. The department of family ministries at the North American Division has teamed up with the Adventist Communication Network to produce this celebration of marriage commitment.

**How to implement resource:** The DVD is designed for a group event that can be held over a weekend or once a week for several weeks. All of the promotional materials are supplied on the DVD, including poster design, bulletin inserts, and announcements. The DVD can also be used for premarital education for engaged couples, as well as marriage enrichment for couples to use at home.

**The Marriage Conference is divided into seven sessions:**
- Session 1: Foundations
- Session 2: Danger Signs & Gender Differences
- Session 3: Filters & Miscommunication
- Session 4: Ground Rules for Fighting & Loving
- Session 5: Expectations & Hidden Issues
- Session 6: Friendship, Fun & Physical Oneness
- Session 7: Forgiveness

Each session includes a teaching section and an exercise for the partners to practice their new skills. Make sure to provide a workbook for each participant.
Stewardship and Money Management Resources

*Its Your Money, Isn’t It?*—Textbook, Workbook, CD set, and DVD set. This is a 12 lesson study on the Biblical principles of Money Management.

▲ **Contact:** www.omegabooks.com and AdventSource

*S* Adventist Finance Orientation for new members: To learn what happens to the tithe dollar and the offerings returned to God at the local church check out: Personal Giving Plan DVD and Brochures in English, Spanish, and French.

▲ **Contact:** AdventSource

**Additional Resources:** Free articles, booklets, newsletters, and PowerPoint programs see the NAD Stewardship Website at www.adventiststewardship.org

**A Quick Start Guide for Sabbath School Investment**

▲ **Contact:** AdventSource

North American Division Stewardship Department
(301) 680-6432
www.adventiststewardship.org
Heart Call – A ministry to reach out to women who have stopped attending church and let them know we miss them and want them back. The Heart Call kit provides resources to train women how to reconnect with those who are not attending church in a loving and non-judgmental way and keep up regular contact with them, allowing the Holy Spirit to convict the women when it’s time to go back to church. At the same time, the Women’s Ministries Department of the local church schedules events to invite the women to attend, such as social activities, seminars, prayer groups, and study groups. The Heart Call kit contains a Leaders Guide, a 4-minute DVD introducing Heart Call to the church or the women’s ministries group, and a CD containing training and other resources for conducting a successful Heart Call ministry.

Languages available: English and Spanish from AdventSource, www.adventsource.org; 1-800-328-0525
Cost: $14.95

NAD Women’s Ministries Handbook – a resource book (100+ pages) for Women’s Ministries leaders. It contains ideas for how the local church’s Women’s Ministries Department can be a very effective part of the “evangeliving” (evangelism as a lifestyle) process of the church. By being intentional about inviting non-attending members and women from the community to all your activities, your Women’s Ministries Department will be a vital evangelistic outreach.

Languages available: English and Spanish from AdventSource, www.adventsource.org; 1-800-328-0525
Cost: $5.95

7-Step Quick Start Guide for Women’s Ministries – a booklet that outlines how to get women’s ministries started in the local church.

Languages available: English and Spanish from AdventSource, www.adventsource.org; 1-800-328-0525
Cost: $1.95

NAD Women’s Ministries Pamphlets containing “tried and true” outreach and program ideas for local church women’s ministries.

Languages available: English and Spanish from NAD Women’s Ministries office
Cost: FREE

North American Division Women’s Ministries
12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904
Phone: 301-680-6427; web site: www.nadwm.org; e-mail: infowm@nadwm.org
Pocket SIGNS—Delivers one truth-filled article from the full-sized, 32-page monthly SIGNS, in a convenient 8-page “zine-ette” that can be slipped in a book, purse, or pocket. Topics covered are: the Bible, prophecy, salvation, and prayer. Include one with your bill payments, leave in public phone booths, on buses or trains, in airports—it’s so easy to share!

- Sold only in packages of 100.................................................................$7.99

✈ A Day to Remember ..................................................................................Item 4333002284
- Explores the origin, meaning and purpose of the seventh-day Sabbath and shows its beauty for today’s Christian. A sidebar gives four principles for keeping the Sabbath and finding it a delight.

✈ Adventist Christians ..................................................................................Item 4333002287
- Who are the Seventh-day Adventists? What do they believe? and What do they do? are questions that are answered in this Pocket Signs. A sidebar explains the plan of salvation and how to be saved.

✈ An Ancient Prophecy Reveals the Future..................................................Item 433002613
- The prophecy of Daniel 2.

✈ Bible Facts About the Sabbath and the First Day of the Week .......................Item 433003601
- Who made the Sabbath? When? Why? Which day does the Bible say is God’s holy Sabbath day? Has the seventh-day Sabbath been abolished for Christians? How long will the Sabbath exist? In this pocket sized booklet you will find thirty-five Bible facts about the Sabbath.

✈ Does God Care that I’m Hurting?..................................................................Item 433003606
- Offers hope and reassurance that God is there and that He does care – a message that many need to hear during these difficult times.

✈ How to Pray ..................................................................................................Item 433002615

✈ The Law of God............................................................................................Item 433003415
- In many cities across the US, the Ten Commandments have become the subject of much discussion and even controversy. This little booklet puts the law of God into true perspective.

✈ The Secret Rapture.......................................................................................Item 433003633

✈ What Happens When You Die?.....................................................................Item 433002286
- Looking at how we were made gives insight into what happens at death. Also, the assurance is given that there is life beyond the grave. Christ has given us the hope of eternal life. A sidebar tells how the hope and confidence Christians have can enable them not to fear death.

✈ When Jesus Comes Again.............................................................................Item 433002285
- The promise of Christ’s coming, signs of His soon return and the manner of Jesus’ coming are discussed. A sidebar gives two ways to prepare for the Second Coming of Christ.

✈ You Can Live Forever....................................................................................Item 433002614

✈ You Can Trust the Bible..................................................................................Item 433002616
- The plan of salvation explained.

What the Bible Says About . . . ...........................................................................Item 0816320047
- By Lonnie Melashenko. Contains two powerful aids to Bible study in one compact package. First, there are 31 actual Bible studies on important topics such as The Origin of Sin, Life After Death, Steps to Christ, Angels, The Bible Sabbath, and more. Then there’s also an easy-to-use Bible marking plan that will help you transform your own Bible into a virtual encyclopedia of biblical information that you can share with others. By using this simple color-coded plan, you can follow key subjects throughout your Bible, learning and teaching what God’s Word has to say about each important topic.

Cost to purchase resource: 1-299/ $1.99 each, 300-2999/ $1.89 each, 3000+/ $1.79 each

What the Bible Says About...(Series)—Priced to fit your budget, these colorful booklets have been prepared to complement evangelistic sermons on key subjects. Each booklet uses a readable, magazine-like style, with short practical articles by a variety of writers, all focused on the Bible teaching on that topic. Each one is designed to reinforce the message and lead to a decision. These six inexpensive 32-page, four-color booklets have been prepared to deal with the crucial doctrines that people need to understand clearly and accept. .............................................. Cost: 1-99/ $0.49 each, 100-999/ $0.39 each, 1000-4999/ $0.33 each, 5000+/ $0.29 each
What the Bible Says About Death
What the Bible Says About God's Church
What the Bible Says About Jesus' Return
What the Bible Says About Prophecy
What the Bible Says About Salvation
What the Bible Says About the Sabbath

Satisfied Item 0816319553
- What is it that can leave us totally and forever satisfied? These pages will show that this is the wrong question. For it's not "What can satisfy?" It's "Who can satisfy?" Come . . . and meet Him!

Cost to purchase resource: $0.97 each

Broken Chains Item 081632042X
- Based on the extraordinary biblical account of Jesus and the demoniac of Decapolis, Broken Chains, by Amazing Facts president Doug Batchelor, unfolds the wonderful power of God to deliver the desperate and heal the hopeless. If you of someone you know needs freedom from the shackles of guilt, bad habits, and a shattered life, this book is the key to unlock those chains of despair.

Cost to purchase resource: 1-9/ $1.99 each, 10-99/ $1.49 each, 100-999/ $1.29 each, 1000+/ $1.00 each

Bible Prophecies for Difficult Times Item 4333003500

Cost to purchase resource: 1-99/ $0.99 each, 100+/ $0.89 each

End Time Living Item 0816321744
- Mark Finley, speaker emeritus of the It Is Written television broadcast, shares essential Bible truths in this book to help all of us make better decisions in these troubled times. God gave humans the ability to make moral choices. Today, we need that ability more than ever before.

Cost to purchase resource: 1-99/ $1.99 each, 10-99/ $1.49 each, 100-1999/ $1.29 each, 1000+/$1.09 each

Steps to Christ, Friendship Edition Item 0816317992
- Thousands have become acquainted with Jesus through this little book, Steps to Christ. And it has helped many more, including those who have walked with Him for years, to know Him better. Available in English and Spanish, the Friendship Edition of Steps to Christ reveals Jesus as Savior to the world through culturally sensitive cover art that is free of stereotypes and beautifully presented. Jesus is the Friend of all, and this friendship Edition validates that message visually as well as in the words of this inspirational best seller.

Cost to purchase resource: 1-99/ $0.49 each, 100-999/ $0.40 each, 2000-4999/ $0.36 each, 5000+/$0.32 each

The Great Controversy, ASI Item 0816314195
- The Great Controversy gives a startling overview of the mighty conflict between Christ and Satan from its origins in heaven thousands of years ago to its conclusion on earth in the days just ahead of us. This still-timely book reveals how God will ultimately rid the universe of evil and make all things new.

Cost to purchase resource: 1-39/ $1.95 each, 40+/ $1.56 each

Desire of Ages, ASI Item 0816310041
- This devotional classic by Ellen White tells the life story of the greatest spiritual leader the world has ever known—Jesus Christ. It does not merely set down a series of remote events; it presents the meaning of them so vividly that you will feel like you're an eyewitness to what is being described. And in
these pages you will understand, possibly for the first time, the true, underlying significance of Christ’s deeds and their bearing on your own life . . . here and now.

**Cost to purchase resource:** 1-39/ $1.95 each, 40+/ $1.56 each

**Ministry of Healing, ASI** ........................................................................................................... Item 0816310076

- Many things contribute to good health—cheerfulness, fresh air, exercise, diet, and positive relationships with other people, to name a few. Crucial also is a personal relationship with the Creator who gave us life and everything we need for health and happiness. In this book Ellen White deals with sickness of the soul and the healing balm to be found by trusting God for all things. Written in simple, beautiful language, Ministry of Healing will point you to a life full of joy and gladness—a life in touch with the Source of healing power.

**Cost to purchase resource:** 1-39/ $1.20 each, 40+/ $0.96 each

**Christ’s Object Lessons, ASI** .................................................................................................. Item 0816308284

- In this devotional classic, the author plumbs the depths of the best-loved teachings of Jesus, offering a deeply spiritual understanding of the parables of Christ as they apply to the life today, providing practical applications in a way that touches the heart.

**Cost to purchase resource:** 1-39/ $1.00 each, 40+/ $0.80 each

**Bible Readings for the Home, ASI** .......................................................................................... Item 0816309639

- Four thousand questions about Bible topics are all answered with Scripture texts.

**Cost to purchase resource:** 1-39/ $1.30 each, 40+/ $1.04 each

**Patriarchs and Prophets, ASI** ............................................................................................... Item 0816321108

- Patriarchs and Prophets covers the sweeping panorama of human history from the creation of Earth to the reign of Israel’s King David. With unusual insights, the author describes the role of our planet in the cosmic conflict between right and wrong, truth and error. She describes the tragic rebellion that took place in heaven many thousands of years ago and makes plain that this ongoing conflict between Satan and God affects each person who lives on Earth. Patriarchs and Prophets shows how this conflict worked itself out in the lives of men and women in Old Testament times. It answers such questions as: Where did we come from? Where are we going? If God is all-powerful, why doesn’t He prevent the spread of evil and its tragic results?

**Cost to purchase resource:** 1-39/ $1.95 each, 40+/ $1.56 each

**A Simple and Easy Way to Study the Bible with Others** .......................................................... Item 0816320470

- This little book will show you, step-by-step, how easy and simple it really is to study the bible with others. The Bible-study methods outlined here have been tested and proved. As Don and Marjorie put it, “By following this simple plan, you can easily give a Bible study on any subject at any time.”

**Cost to purchase resource:** 1-199/ $1.99 each, 200-999/ $1.89 each, 1000-4999/ $1.59 each, 5000+/ $1.39 each

**Prophecies of Hope, Bible Lessons set of 26** .......................................................... Item 4333003484

- A brand-new set of 26 full-color, full-message lessons developed by Gary Gibbs of Hope TV and designed to be used in conjunction with Hope TV’s evangelistic programming. The "fill-in-the-blanks" feature fits the busy lifestyle of most people today. Available as a complete set of 26 lessons for $5.99, and as individual lessons (in packets of 50) for $10.99.

**Resources in Spanish**

**El Ministerio de Curación (Ministry of Healing, ASI)** .................................................. Item 0816395144

**Cost to purchase resource:** 1-39/ $1.20 each, 40+/ $0.96 each
Palabras de Vida del Gran Maestro (Christ’s Object Lessons, ASI) ....Item 0816395756

- The author shows how the parables that Jesus taught are just as relevant for Christians today as they were when Jesus walked on this earth.

Cost to purchase resource: 1-39/ $1.00 each, 40+/ $0.80 each

Mini El Centinela

- Sold only in packages of 100............................................................................................................. $7.99
- Cómo Saber Si Mi Hijo/a anda en Drogas..................................................................................Item 4333003597
  - (How Do I Know if My Son or Daughter is on Drugs?)
- Antiguas Profecías Predicen el Futuro.......................................................................................Item 4333002598
  - (Ancient Prophecy Predicts the Future)
- Cristianos Adventistas.................................................................................................................Item 4333002296
  - (Adventist Christians)
- Cuando Jesús Regrese.................................................................................................................Item 433002289
  - (When Jesus Comes Again)
- Cómo Puedo Vivir Eternamente.................................................................................................Item 4333002599
  - (The Plan of Salvation)
- Bible Facts About the Sabbath.................................................................................................Item 4333003640
- ¿Dónde Estaba Dios?.....................................................................................................................Item 4333002879
  - (Where Was God?)
- El Rapto Secreto..........................................................................................................................Item 4333002597
  - (The Secret Rapture)
- La Biblia y la Nutrición..................................................................................................................Item 4333003595
  - (The Bible and Nutrition)
- La Ley de Dios...............................................................................................................................Item 4333002596
  - (The Law of God)
- ¿Le importa a Dios cuando sufro?...............................................................................................Item 4333003618
  - (Does God Care that I’m Hurting?)
- Los Peligros del Alcohol...............................................................................................................Item 4333003598
  - (The Dangers of Alcohol)
- Por Que Murio Jesus......................................................................................................................Item 4333003417
  - (Why Did Christ Die?)
- ¿Qué Pasa Cuando Uno Muere?.................................................................................................Item 4333002295
  - (What Happens When You Die?)
- ¿Quien es Representante de Dios?.............................................................................................Item 4333003583
  - (Who Represents God?)
- Un Día Para Recordar..................................................................................................................Item 4333002288
  - (A Day to Remember)
- Usted Puede Dejar de Fumar........................................................................................................Item 4333003596
  - (You Can Stop Smoking)

Faith of Jesus Bible Lessons, Spanish.........................................................................................Item 0816393885

Cost to purchase resource: 1-9/ $0.99 each, 10+/ $0.89 each
BAPTISM
Daniel Asks About Baptism and Communion
Heather J. Hanna
A fully illustrated story that can be used in children’s meetings to help even very young children to understand and look forward to baptism and Communion.
0816320837 • US$5.99

BIBLE – POCKET SIGNS
You Can Trust the Bible
You Can Trust the Bible will win them over with modern discoveries that build confidence in God’s Word. But most convincing of all are the millions who lead changed lives because of the God they discovered in the Bible. It’s enough to win the most hardened skeptic.
4333002616 • US$8.99 (pack of 100)

BIBLE
The Sword of the Spirit
Shawn Boonstra
This book will provide practical tips to help your interests and new members get more out of their Bibles, remember what they learned, and apply it to their daily lives.
081632199X
1–299 US$1.99 each
300–2,999 US$1.89 each
3,000+ US$1.79 each

CHURCH
Why So Many Denominations?
Mark Finley with Steven Mosley
This book will help readers understand the vision of the four horsemen in the book of Revelation, which reveals the condition of the Christian church from the era of the apostles to the end of time. Great for Revelation Seminars.
0816321957 • US$4.99
10–99 US$3.99 each
100–999 US$2.99 each
1,000+ US$1.99 each

CHURCH – SIGNS SPECIAL EDITION
What the Bible Says About God’s Church New Beginnings
This booklet helps people rethink the idea of church. It powerfully reveals the necessity of church membership and attendance. This booklet is for every member and interest, especially new believers.
4333003037 • US$0.49 each
100–999 US$0.39 each
1,000–4,999 US$0.33 each
5,000+ US$0.29 each

CHURCH – POCKET SIGNS
Adventist Christians
Adventist Christians offers a clear review of who we are, what we believe, and what we do. The phone book is jammed with options for worship, but the Adventist Church is truly unique. Show people why by giving them this Pocket Signs. It contains persuasive facts about our church and a sidebar that explains salvation by faith.
4333002287 • US$8.99 (pack of 100)
**CHURCH – BIBLE TREASURES**

**Church**
An explanation of the church for primary-age children. It includes a Bible story and a modern-day story emphasizing the topic of God's church.

4333003386 • US$9.95 (pack of 25)
4+ US$8.75 (each pack)

**CREATION**

**Beginnings**
*Leonard Brand with David Jarnes*

This book explores the relationship between science and the Bible. God created them both. You'll find good reasons to believe that there is a Mind behind creation—the mind of a God who put it all together and still cares about His handiwork, including us.

0816321442 • US$15.99

**CREATION**

**In Six Days**
*John F. Ashton, PhD*

Fifty scientists from various specialties explain their reasons for believing the biblical version of Creation. They include geologists, physicists, chemists, mathematicians, medical researchers, and engineers. Very faith-building.

0890513414 • US$13.99

**DEATH – SIGNS SPECIAL EDITION**

**What the Bible Says About Death New Beginnings**

Satan has done his best to confuse people on this critical subject. Help new believers understand soul sleep, talking spirits, life after death, and the thief on the cross.

4333003036 • US$0.49 each
100–999 US$0.39 each
1,000–4,999 US$0.33 each
5,000+ US$0.29 each

**DEATH**

**Helping Kids Deal With Death**
*Kay Kuzma*

Adults are often afraid to talk about death, even among themselves, and they avoid discussing it with children. Kay Kuzma’s suggestions are both practical and biblical.

0816306990
1–299 US$1.29 each
300–2,999 US$1.19 each
3,000+ US$1.09 each

**DEATH**

**Solving the Mystery of Death**
*Steve Wohlberg*

What really happens when we die? Do we enter the spirit world on the other side? This book will assist readers in consulting only one source—the Holy Bible to find answers.

1934261009 • US$0.95

**DEATH**

**The Perils of Talking to the Dead**
*Steve Wohlberg*

Many people are convinced that there is a happy life just beyond death’s door, because they’ve seen a ghost. Expose these pretenders to your audiences with truths from the book of Revelation.

1934261025 • US$0.95

**DEATH – POCKET SIGNS**

**What Happens When You Die?**

Spirit mediums are duping millions who want to converse with the other side. Your interests have fair questions about this, and this booklet will guide them to Bible answers.

4333002286 • US$8.99 (pack of 100)
DEATH – BIBLE TREASURES

Jesus Will Raise the Dead

An explanation for primary-age children of the raising of the dead when Jesus comes. A Bible story and a modern-day story emphasize the life-giving power of Jesus.

4333003384 - US$9.95 (pack of 25)
4+   US$8.75 (each pack)

DEATH

I Miss Grandpa
Karen Holford

One day, something went wrong with Grandpa’s heart and he died. This book tells a story of love, loss, and a butterfly that helps children to deal with loss and to understand about those who sleep in Jesus. Read to Me: Preschool. Read It to Myself: Early Reader. Hardcover. Full-color illustrations.

0816320306 - US$12.99

Search for the Immortal Soul
Daniel Knauft

This book explains how the ancient Greek philosophy of the immortal soul came into the Christian church.

5134429472 - US$9.95
10+  US$4.99

DEATH

Search for the Immortal Soul
Daniel Knauft

This book explains how the ancient Greek philosophy of the immortal soul came into the Christian church.

5134429472 - US$9.95
10+  US$4.99

GREAT CONTROVERSY

Bible Treasures – Cosmic Conflict

An explanation for primary-age children of the cosmic conflict between God and Satan. A Bible story and a modern-day story emphasize how through Jesus, we can be victorious.

4333003383 - US$9.95 (pack of 25)
4+   US$8.75 (each pack)

HEALTH

Can We Eat Anything?
Danny Shelton

Help your interests live longer, happier, and more abundantly. Share what you know about God’s original diet for us.

0816319316 • US$0.49 (Also in Spanish)
1–299 US$0.49 each
300–2,999 US$0.35 each
3,000+ US$0.30 each

HEALTH

God’s Plan for Your Well-Being
Laurie Herr

This handy booklet explores the principles of healthful living from the Bible.

0816310580
1–299 US$1.29 each
300–2,999 US$1.19 each
3,000+ US$1.09 each

HEALTH

Dr. Arnott’s 24 Realistic Ways to Improve Your Health
Tim Arnott, MD

This helpful book of 24 short, practical health tips based on scientific research and the Bible will help people live longer and happier.

0816320292 (Also in Spanish)
1–299 US$1.99 each
300–2,999 US$1.89 each
3,000+ US$1.79 each

HEALTH

Easy Steps for Better Health
Shawn Boonstra with Fred Hardinge, DrPH, RD

Television evangelist Shawn Boonstra shares the Bible’s full-coverage health plan—principles of diet, exercise, temperance, and rest.

0816322007 • US$9.99
HEALTH

Tobacco: You Can Be Free
Loma Linda University
This practical booklet will provide the tools needed to break free from addiction to tobacco.
0816320128
1–299 US$0.99 each
300–2,999 US$0.89 each
3,000+ US$0.79 each

HEALTH – BIBLE TREASURES

Health
This tract for primary-age children explains how to keep in good health. A Bible story and a modern-day story emphasize healthful living.
4333003387 • US$9.95 (pack of 25)
4+ US$8.75 (each pack)

LAW OF GOD

The Ten Commandments Under Attack
Various Authors
Twelve of our church’s best communicators contribute their thoughts on God’s law. Their insights will restore the meaning and practice of the commandments.
0816321590 • US$1.99 each
10–99 US$1.29 each
100–999 US$0.99 each
1,000+ US$0.79 each

MARRIAGE / FAMILY

What Happy Couples Know
Mark Finley and Steven Mosley
Filled with real-life stories of couples who have the ability to communicate and share their deepest feelings. This is useful information for all spouses and especially those who convert to Adventism without their spouse.
0816318107 • US$1.99
300–2,999 US$1.89 each
3,000+ US$1.79 each

MARRIAGE / FAMILY

Build a Better Marriage
Alf Lohne
This helpful book gives encouragement and solid guidance to husbands and wives. Keep a supply of them on hand to give away.
0816309450 • US$1.29
300–2,999 US$1.19 each
3,000+ US$1.09 each

HEALTH

The Seventh-day Diet
Chris Rucker
This book is a great way to help your friends discover that the Adventist lifestyle plan can work for them. Share Chris’s popular weight loss and healthy living tips from her classes.
0816318689 • US$14.99

LAW OF GOD

Taking a Stand for the Ten Commandments
Mark Finley
This eight-page sharing piece presents a balanced call to Christ and the commandments.
4333003642 • (sold in packs of 100)
100–999 US$25.00 (per pack)
1000–4,999 US$20.00 (per pack)
5,000+ US$18.00 (per pack)

MARRIAGE / FAMILY

Ten Keys to a Happy Marriage
Mike Tucker
In an era where more than half of marriages fail, the author finds in the Bible’s book of Ruth, ten keys to a happy marriage. The keys are embedded in three traits that must be present in any lasting relationship: commitment, character, and concern.
0816321639 • US$12.99
## MILLENNIUM / END OF SIN

**The Millennium**  
*Steve Wohlberg*  
This book will help clear up some of the confusion among your interests regarding the millennium.  
1934261017 - US$0.95

**The Hot Topic of Hell**  
*Steve Wohlberg*  
Many popular views about hell are false, even though Christian ministers are preaching them on TV. It’s not what the majority believes that counts but what the Bible says.  
1934261033 - US$0.95

**Does God Love Sinners Forever?**  
*Danny Shelton*  
Would a God of love burn sinners in the fires of hell forever and ever? Many Christians think so. Help your interests understand what the Bible really teaches.  
0816319308 - US$0.49  
100–999 US$0.35 each  
1,000–4,999 US$0.33 each  
5,000+ US$0.30 each

## NEW EARTH – BIBLE TREASURES

**Heaven**  
An explanation of the concept of heaven to primary-age children. It contains a Bible story and a modern-day story emphasizing the joys of heaven.  
4333003388 - US$9.95 (pack of 25)  
4+ US$8.75 (each pack)

## SABBATH – SIGNS SPECIAL EDITION

**What the Bible Says About the Sabbath**  
*New Beginnings*  
These color booklets have been prepared to complement evangelistic sermons on key subjects. Each booklet is designed to reinforce the message and lead to a decision.  
4333003034 - US$0.49 each  
100–999 US$0.39 each  
1,000–4,999 US$0.33 each  
5,000+ US$0.29 each

**Bible Facts About the Sabbath and the First Day of the Week**  
*Danny Shelton*  
The Sabbath can be a sticking point for many new believers. Bible Facts shows how reasonable it is to believe in the Bible Sabbath. It helps a person see that the Sabbath is all about Jesus.  
4333003601 - US$8.99 (pack of 100)

**The Forgotten Commandment**  
*Danny Shelton*  
This booklet will explain the beauty of the Sabbath to seekers and its significance in these last days.  
0816319065 - US$0.49 (Also in Spanish)  
100–999 US$0.35 each  
1,000–4,999 US$0.33 each  
5,000+ US$0.30 each

## SABBATH – POCKET SIGNS

**A Day to Remember**  
From Creation to Calvary, the Sabbath has always been a part of God’s relationship with man. A brief sidebar gives some wonderful Sabbath keeping ideas. Give it to everyone considering the Sabbath.  
4333002284 - US$8.99 (pack of 100)
SABBATH

A Time for You
Mike Tucker

The only thing God declared holy out of Creation was a part of time—the Sabbath. Help people to understand the Sabbath rest. If life is only labor, we will have wasted it.
0816322163 • US$1.99
300–2,999 US$1.89 each
3,000+ US$1.79 each

SABBATH – BIBLE TREASURES

Sabbath

Explains the concept of Sabbath to primary-age children. It contains a Bible story and a modern-day story emphasizing the joys of the Sabbath.
4333003389 • US$9.95 (pack of 25)
4+ US$8.75 (each pack)

SABBATH – DVDS

The Seventh Day
LLT Productions

This five-volume series of DVDs uncovers the origin and meaning of the Sabbath as taught by the Scriptures and other ancient documents. Hosted by actor Hal Holbrook.
US$19.95 (each)
Vol. 1 • 1930920105 Vol. 4 • 1930920121
Vol. 2 • 1930920083 Vol. 5 • 1930920253
Vol. 3 • 1930920091

SABBATH

The Sign
Shawn Boonstra

In developed countries we have failed in the leisure department. The drive for more has left us empty. God planned one day for us to spend with Him as a day of rest from our work to contemplate His.
0816322937 • US$1.99
10–99 US$1.49 each
100–999 US$1.29 each
1,000+ US$1.09 each

SALVATION

Amazing Grace
E. Lonnie Melashenko

In Amazing Grace, you’ll gain encouraging and valuable insights into God’s limitless love for you and experience it for yourself.
0816319901 • US$1.99
200–999 US$1.89 each
1,000–4,999 US$1.59 each
5,000+ US$1.39 each

SALVATION – SIGNS SPECIAL EDITION

What the Bible Says About Salvation
New Beginnings

This booklet cuts through the jargon and portrays a God who loves His children unconditionally. Ten articles cover subjects such as the origin of sin and the beauty of prayer.
4333003033 • US$0.49 each
100–999 US$0.39 each
1,000–4,999 US$0.33 each
5,000+ US$0.29 each

SALVATION – POCKET SIGNS

You Can Live Forever

She was condemned and hopeless. The woman caught in adultery thought it was all over—until she met Jesus. His forgiving voice must have been sweet music to her ears. She was saved, now and forever. Bring the story of amazing grace to needy hearts.
4333002614 • US$8.99 (pack of 100)

SALVATION – BIBLE TREASURES

Salvation

Explains the concept of salvation to primary-age children. It contains a Bible story and a modern-day story emphasizing salvation in Christ.
4333003381 • US$9.95 (pack of 25)
4+ US$8.75 (each pack)
SANCTUARY
Graffiti in the Holy of Holies
Clifford Goldstein
Goldstein dissects arguments against our belief in the investigative judgment and the Spirit of Prophecy. Solid evidence you can use with interests.
0816320071 • US$12.99

SANCTUARY
1844 Made Simple
Clifford Goldstein
The maze of Daniel’s prophecies can be confusing to new Adventists. This book will help you explain.
0816307989 • US$8.99

SANCTUARY
The Presence
Shawn Boonstra
For centuries the ark of the covenant has been missing. Does the ancient sanctuary and its rituals have anything to say to us today? Could its secrets literally change our lives?
0816321752 • US$9.99

SECOND COMING
Rescue From Beyond Orion
Maylan Schurch
Help those you study with to understand the biblical truth about the Second Coming and learn five principles that can help them understand the Bible.
0816307741
1–299 US$1.29 each
300–2,999 US$1.19 each
3,000+ US$1.09 each

SECOND COMING – SIGNS SPECIAL
What the Bible Says About Jesus’ Return—New Beginnings
Ten brief yet powerful articles answer the common questions about the return of Jesus. Beautifully designed, this booklet will bring clarity and hope to those who want to know about Christ’s second coming.
4333003035 • US$0.49 each
100–999 US$0.39 each
1,000–4,999 US$0.33 each
5,000+ US$0.29 each

SECOND COMING – POCKET SIGNS
When Jesus Comes Again
How will this world end? The Bible says at the second coming of Christ. This booklet clearly explains when and how Jesus will return and includes a compelling invitation to be ready for Him.
4333002285 • US$8.99 (pack of 100)

SECOND COMING – POCKET SIGNS
What the Bible Says About The Secret Rapture
The Left Behind™ series popularized the mistaken notion of a secret rapture of the saints at the end of time. But the Bible says it’s anything but secret. This pamphlet is a must for every interest and established believer.
4333003633 • US$8.95 (pack of 25)
4+ US$8.75 (each pack)

SECOND COMING – BIBLE TREASURES
Signs of Jesus’ Second Coming
Explains the signs of Jesus’ second coming for primary-age children. It contains a Bible story and a modern-day story emphasizing the same topic.
4333003382 • US$9.95 (pack of 25)
4+ US$8.75 (each pack)
SECOND COMING – BIBLE TREASURES

Jesus’ Second Coming

Explains the second coming of Christ for primary-age children. It contains a Bible story and a modern-day story emphasizing the Second Coming.

4333003380 • US$9.95 (pack of 25)
4+ US$8.75 (each pack)

SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

Acquired or Inspired?
Don S. McMahon, MD

This new book applies today’s medical thinking to the Adventist health and lifestyle origins of 150 years ago. How do the writings of Ellen White—who wrote without any medical training or background—stand up? This book will inspire confidence in our health message. Searchable CD-ROM included.

1876010738 • US$14.99

SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

Messenger of the Lord
Herbert E. Douglass

Ellen White served as the Lord’s messenger. What is the relationship between her writings and the Bible? How should we apply her writings today? Are they still relevant?

0816316228 • US$24.99

SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

They Were There
Herbert Edgar Douglass

Each of the individuals involved in these stories was directly affected by Ellen White and her visions.

0816321175 • US$11.99

SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

Acquired or Inspired?
Don S. McMahon, MD

This new book applies today’s medical thinking to the Adventist health and lifestyle origins of 150 years ago. How do the writings of Ellen White—who wrote without any medical training or background—stand up? This book will inspire confidence in our health message. Searchable CD-ROM included.

1876010738 • US$14.99

SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

Dramatic Prophecies of Ellen White
Herbert Edgar Douglass

The author has compiled an arresting variety of examples of Ellen White’s messages that were ridiculed when she spoke them, but proved true in retrospect. Help your interests to understand that God really did work through her, but there will always be skeptics.

0816321922 • US$14.99

SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

His Messenger
Ruth Wheeler

Anyone from 10 to 110 will enjoy these true stories. Originally written for the younger generation, this is an easy-to-read, friendly introduction to the life and work of Ellen White.

0816318859 • US$9.99

SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

Grandma Ellen and Me
Mabel R. Miller

Mabel Miller shares true stories from her childhood about her famous great-grandmother, Ellen White. These stories about birthday parties at Elshaven, buggy rides with Grandma Ellen, singing in the bathtub, and her laughter at baseball games will help children and adults know Ellen White as she really was.

0816316910 • US$7.99

STEWARDSHIP

The Windows of Heaven

This inexpensive tool to promote tithing and generosity contains inspiring true stories and promises of God’s provision. The Windows of Heaven is an excellent handout to give to those who have questions on Christian stewardship.

0816320349 • US$0.39
100–999 US$0.25 each
1,000–4,999 US$0.20 each
5,000+ US$0.18 each
General Conference Ministerial Department

Updated since the 2005 General Conference Session. Jesus, the central focus of Scripture and history, is also the central focus of Adventist doctrine and experience. This single volume shows in detail how each belief is grounded in the Bible and focused on Jesus Christ.

10–99 US$10.99 each
100+ US$9.99 each

God Loves Me 28 Ways
Linda Koh and Charles Mills

God Loves Me 28 Ways was designed as a read-it-yourself book for primary and early junior-age kids to learn about the beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Also available in Spanish.

0816321817 • US$11.99 (Also in Spanish)
10–24 US$5.99 each
25+ US$4.99 each

Learn About God’s Love Activity Book

Learn About God’s Love is an activity book that can be used in conjunction with either God Loves Me 28 Ways or What We Believe for Kids. There are activities to illustrate each belief.

0816321876 • US$5.99
10–24 US$5.49 each
25+ US$4.99 each

What We Believe for Teens
Seth J. Pierce

These stories and anecdotes will help early teens realize that our Adventist beliefs are actually amazing insights into a loving God who knows us better than we know ourselves.

0816321339 • US$11.99
10–99 US$10.99 each
100+ US$9.99 each

What We Believe for Kids
Jerry D. Thomas

Share beliefs using kid friendly words even small children can understand. A story for each belief teaches the main concept. Suggested activities can be used to reinforce each chapter. Full-color illustrations throughout.

0816321671 • US$11.99
10–99 US$10.99 each
100+ US$9.99 each

Michael Asks Why
Sally Pierson Dillon

Michael Asks Why is a creative adaptation of Ellen G. White’s classic The Great Controversy for children. Start a life-changing discussion with a child today.

0816317933 • US$10.99

Michael Asks Why Activity Book
Sally Pierson Dillon

Activity book to go along with the book Michael Asks Why.

0816317933 • US$3.99
## BIBLE LESSONS

### Prophecies of Hope, Bible Lessons set of 26

_Gary Gibbs_

A brand-new set of 26 full-color, full-message lessons developed by Gary Gibbs of Hope TV and designed to be used in conjunction with Hope TV’s evangelistic programming. The fill-in-the-blanks feature fits the busy lifestyle of most people today. They are available as a complete set of 26 lessons for US$5.99, and as individual lessons.

4333003484 • US$5.99 (set) • US$10.99 (packets of 50 of one title)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Our Day in Bible Prophecy (Daniel 2)</td>
<td>4333003501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The Mark of the Beast Issue (Daniel 3)</td>
<td>4333003502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Bible Secrets to Personal Peace (Daniel 4)</td>
<td>4333003503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Prophecy’s Superpowers (Daniel 7)</td>
<td>4333003504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. A Bold Attack on God (Daniel 8)</td>
<td>4333003505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The Bible’s Most Important Prophecy (Daniel 9)</td>
<td>4333003506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The Longest Time Prophecy (Daniel 8:14)</td>
<td>4333003507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. God’s Great Judgment (Daniel 7)</td>
<td>4333003508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Satan’s Secret Strategy (Daniel 7:25)</td>
<td>4333003509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Prophecy’s Day of Hope (Sabbath)</td>
<td>4333003510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. The Missing Text</td>
<td>4333003511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Power for Living</td>
<td>4333003512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Revelation’s Glorious Rapture</td>
<td>4333003513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Death’s Mystery Solved</td>
<td>4333003514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Prophecy’s 1,000 Years of Peace</td>
<td>4333003515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. The Truth About Hell</td>
<td>4333003516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Fit for the End Time</td>
<td>4333003517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Door to a New Life</td>
<td>4333003518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. The Abomination of Desolation</td>
<td>4333003519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Mark of the Beast</td>
<td>4333003520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. America in Prophecy</td>
<td>4333003521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Revelation’s Two Women</td>
<td>4333003522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Cleansed From the Inside Out</td>
<td>4333003523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Modern Prophets</td>
<td>4333003524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. The Unpardonable Sin</td>
<td>4333003525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. What Will Heaven Really Be Like?</td>
<td>4333003526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OVERVIEW OF BELIEFS

A Simple and Easy Way to Study the Bible With Others

Don and Marjorie Gray

This little book will show you how easy it is to study the Bible with others. By following this simple plan, you can easily give a Bible study on any subject at any time.

0816320470 • US$1.99 each
200–999   US$1.89 each
1,000–4,999 US$1.59 each
5,000+     US$1.39 each

OVERVIEW OF BELIEFS

How to Give a Bible Study

Kurt Johnson

Pastor Johnson has learned a lot about how to share God’s Word with others. Let him help you learn how to give a Bible study.

0816322309
1–299      US$1.99 each
300–2,999   US$1.89 each
3,000+      US$1.79 each

OVERVIEW OF BELIEFS

Following Jesus

Monte Church

This workbook, containing ten Bible lessons, is perfect for anyone who works with junior-age young people. Filled with illustrations, puzzles, word scrambles, matching games, and fill-in-the-blank exercises, this workbook makes preparation for baptism fun for children 9–12.

0816318646 • US$3.99
20+         US$2.99

OVERVIEW OF BELIEFS

What the Bible Says About …

E. Lonnie Melashenko

This book includes 31 Bible studies on important topics such as the Origin of Sin, Life After Death, the Sabbath, and more. An easy-to-use Bible marking plan will help to transform the Bible into an encyclopedia of biblical information.

0816320047
1–299      US$2.49 each
300–2,999   US$2.29 each
3,000+      US$1.99 each

OVERVIEW OF BELIEFS

Quick Bible Answers

Kenneth Cox

We all have questions. The Bible has answers. Evangelist Kenneth Cox gives short, simple answers from the Bible to the most asked questions of interests.

0816322902
1–299      US$2.49 each
300–2,999   US$2.29 each
3,000+      US$1.99 each

DEVOTIONALS

Love Makes a Way

Herbert Edgar Douglass

Enjoy a guided tour through the history of the universe. This daily devotional will walk you through eight of Ellen White’s most significant books: the five-volume Conflict set, Steps to Christ, Thoughts From the Mount of Blessing, and Christ’s Object Lessons. Hardcover, 384 pages.

0816322317 • US$13.99
20+         US$9.99

DEVOTIONALS

Walking Through the Bible With H. M. S. Richards

H. M. S. Richards Sr.

For many years, H. M. S. Richards Sr. read the Bible through, cover to cover, at least once a year. Make the same inspirational journey in this re-issued classic compiled by Kenneth W. Wilson. The Bible reading plan takes you through God’s Word in the order in which the events happened.

0816305307 • US$14.99

PROPHECY

The Antichrist Chronicles

Steve Wohlberg

Help those you study with to understand from the Word of God that we are dealing with many antichrists—right here in the present. This book reveals the biblical truth about the power behind the final antichrist and his role in prophecy.

0816319081 • US$4.95
Daniel
William H. Shea
Help those you study with to see Jesus in the book of Daniel. Dr. Shea guides the reader into the history and the prophecies to the true heart of the book: Jesus the King in chapter 7, Jesus the Priest in chapter 8, and Jesus the Messiah in chapter 9.
0816320772 • US$16.99

Daniel: Wisdom to the Wise
Zdravko Stefanovic
This is a verse-by-verse practical and thorough commentary on the book of Daniel from an Adventist viewpoint. Use with those who want a more in-depth study of this important biblical book.
0816322120 • US$34.99

Unveiling Daniel and Revelation
Roy Allan Anderson
Two classic books—Unfolding Daniel and Unfolding Revelation—now in one volume! Properly understood, these prophetic messages help us understand what is happening in our world today, and show us how to live in order to spend eternity with our Savior.
0816321515 • US$19.99

PROPHECY
God Cares set
C. Mervyn Maxwell
A best-selling classic in two volumes, God Cares, brings together research on the fascinating prophetic books of Daniel and Revelation. The author unites scholarship with a compassionate pen.
0816309728 • US$31.99
50+ US$27.99

PROPHECY – POCKET SIGNS
An Ancient Prophecy Reveals the Future
If God knew the future in 600 B.C., then He surely knows it now. That’s the message of Daniel 2. In bold strokes this pamphlet encourages trust in God and the Bible. Hand it out to people who need an introduction to God’s plan for the world.
4333002613 • US$0.99 (pack of 100)

PROPHECY – SIGNS SPECIAL EDITION
What the Bible Says About Prophecy
New Beginnings
Help others understand our place in world history by giving this away at meetings and Bible studies. It contains convincing explanations of Daniel 2, the 2,300 days, the United States in prophecy, and much more.
4333003038 • US$0.49 each
100–999 $0.39 each
1,000–4,999 $0.33 each
5,000+ $0.29 each

PROPHECY – SIGNS SPECIAL EDITION
Bible Prophecies for Difficult Times
Alejandro Bullón
Daniel and Revelation are intriguing, and puzzling to new Bible students. This Signs special edition solves the puzzle with clear explanations and full-color illustrations. A great supplement for Bible students.
4333003500 • US$0.99 each
100+ US$0.89 each

PROPHECY
Daniel
William H. Shea
Help those you study with to see Jesus in the book of Daniel. Dr. Shea guides the reader into the history and the prophecies to the true heart of the book: Jesus the King in chapter 7, Jesus the Priest in chapter 8, and Jesus the Messiah in chapter 9.
0816320772 • US$16.99

PROPHECY
God Cares set
C. Mervyn Maxwell
A best-selling classic in two volumes, God Cares, brings together research on the fascinating prophetic books of Daniel and Revelation. The author unites scholarship with a compassionate pen.
0816309728 • US$31.99
50+ US$27.99

PROPHECY – SIGNS SPECIAL EDITION
What the Bible Says About Prophecy
New Beginnings
Help others understand our place in world history by giving this away at meetings and Bible studies. It contains convincing explanations of Daniel 2, the 2,300 days, the United States in prophecy, and much more.
4333003038 • US$0.49 each
100–999 $0.39 each
1,000–4,999 $0.33 each
5,000+ $0.29 each

PROPHECY – SIGNS SPECIAL EDITION
Bible Prophecies for Difficult Times
Alejandro Bullón
Daniel and Revelation are intriguing, and puzzling to new Bible students. This Signs special edition solves the puzzle with clear explanations and full-color illustrations. A great supplement for Bible students.
4333003500 • US$0.99 each
100+ US$0.89 each
OTHER

Outrageous Grace
Dwight K. Nelson
Admitting that the Old Testament portrayals of a harsh God are difficult for many Christians to focus on, Nelson demonstrates how God works with individuals in the ways that will most effectively touch their hearts.
0816316791 • US$1.99
10–99 US$1.49 each
100–999 US$1.29 each
1,000+ US$1.09 each

OTHER

The Invitation
Alejandro Bullón
These true stories will change lives. This book tells of people destroyed by life’s circumstances and rebuilt by the love of God. Our great need is God’s great opportunity.
081632252X • US$12.99

OTHER

Certainty in an Uncertain World
Mark Finley
In twelve brief chapters Mark Finley weaves stories and Scripture into an engaging study of the plan of salvation.
4333003905 • US$1.49
100–999 US$1.29 each
1,000+ US$1.09 each

OTHER

The Marked Bible
Charles L. Taylor
When Harold Wilson found a Bible hidden away by his mother in his sailor’s chest, he flung the Book over the ship’s railing and into the sea. But like Jonah the runaway prophet, Harold couldn’t run from God.
0816308039 • US$1.99
10–99 US$1.49 each
100–999 US$1.29 each
1,000+ US$1.09 each

OTHER

Planet Still in Rebellion
George E. Vandeman
The evening news often presents a picture of a confused world filled with mindless violence. As never before, people need a sure word. They need the promise of the Bible.
0816321310 • US$1.99
10–99 US$1.49 each
100–999 US$1.29 each
1,000+ US$1.09 each

OTHER

When Heaven Pauses
Kurt Johnson
This is a book of stories about people destroyed by life’s circumstances and rebuilt by the love of God. Each of their stories will lead others to believe in a power that is above and beyond their own self. He offers them a new birth, a new life.
0816320233 • US$1.99
300–2,999 US$1.89 each
3,000+ US$1.79 each

OTHER

Even These Believed
Shawn Boonstra with David B. Smith
This book tells the stories of people who have traveled to the furthest outposts of atheism and returned to God. There’s hope for everyone. God’s door is always open.
081632137X
1–299 US$1.99 each
300–2,999 US$1.89 each
3,000+ US$1.79 each

ADVENTIST CHURCH HISTORY

Tell It To the World
C. Mervyn Maxwell
This book is a popular history of the Great Second Advent Movement. It has been revised and updated. New members will benefit from seeing how God has led in the past, and will find reason to renew hope in their future and in the future of our church.
0816313903 • US$12.99

OTHER

The Marked Bible
Charles L. Taylor
When Harold Wilson found a Bible hidden away by his mother in his sailor’s chest, he flung the Book over the ship’s railing and into the sea. But like Jonah the runaway prophet, Harold couldn’t run from God.
0816308039 • US$1.99
10–99 US$1.49 each
100–999 US$1.29 each
1,000+ US$1.09 each
More than a hundred years ago, Ellen G. White penned *The Desire of Ages*, a classic volume on the life of Jesus. Author Jerry D. Thomas’s passion to make this powerful story more accessible to today’s reader has given birth to *Messiah*—a contemporary adaptation of Mrs. White’s great work. Come and meet the MESSIAH.
Real Truth Ministries
To Order: 1-205-980-9810, 205-276-1906 • P. O. Box 381824, Birmingham, AL 35238

Real Truth Resources That Get Results—REAL TRUTH RESOURCES are marked by simplicity, clarity, and affordability.

Real Truth Bible Course Series—include the following seven courses containing eight lessons each:
(Matching, Color Coded Diplomas - are available for each course.)
- **Regular:** designed to arouse interest in the Bible.
- **Advanced 1:** gives a brief overview of some unique bible doctrine.
- **Advanced 2:** presents additional vital topics and climax with an appeal for the student to make a decision.
- **Prophetic:** introduction to Bible prophecy and is very effective prior to a Daniel or Revelation seminar.
- **Family:** deals with topics related to the family.
- **Health:** introduces the basic principles which contribute to a healthy lifestyle.
- **The “new Youth Course”:** designed for the youth.

✈ **Duration of Program:** depends on full-time, part-time, and volunteer workers, but at least 6 weeks up to the event.
✈ **Manpower Needed:** will vary according to budget and size of the event.
✈ **Cost of resources:** see order form on following page.
✈ **Cost to implement resource:** see order form on following page.
✈ **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** These resources have been used in pre-work in as many as three events a year.

Real Truth Tract Series—is a doctrinal set of 14 brief tracts for busy people.

Kindness Crusade Booklets—are used to motivate church members to greatly expand their circle of friends through deeds of kindness.

Prayer Ministry Network Booklets—assist members in using a non-threatening approach to solicit prayer requests and develop positive relationships.

“Making Ministry Personal”—a new book by Elder W. C. Scales, Sr., deals with how to use practical tools for personal soul-winning.

Practical Evangelism Sermons & Soul-winning Techniques—ready-to-use successful evangelism principles and sermons.
✈ **Cost of resources:** $19.95

Real Truth Sermons Series -Vol. 1, by Pastor William C. Scales, Jr., —10 Spirit-filled messages that will bring revival and reformation before a reaping event.

Study Guide for “Messages to Young People” by Madeline P. Scales—designed to lead young people into a relationship with Christ prior to outreach activities.

Special Item: “Preparing For An Evangelistic Crusade” by Evangelist Tim Lewis—an excellent tool for those who are serious about conducting Revelation Seminars or doing traditional evangelism.
✈ **Cost of resources:** $29.95
### Customer Information

- **Ship To:** (Please include church name and attention to)
- **Bill To:** (Please include church and pastor's name)
- **Phone #:**

### Order Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Unit Cost</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Truth Bible Courses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(100 courses per unit)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced I</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced II</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophecy</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight Lessons Per Course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Truth Kindness Crusade Booklets</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Truth Prayer Ministry Booklets</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Truth Tract Series (14 Series per set)</td>
<td>140.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making Ministry Personal</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Guide to &quot;Messages To Young People&quot; (New III) By Madeline P. Scales</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Truth Sermon Series - Vol. I (New III) By Pastor William C. Scales, Jr.</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Truth Bible Course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(100 per unit)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced I</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced II</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophecy</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Thank You!

**Subtotal:**

**S&H 15%:**

**Total Due:**
Sharing Books

- Next Super Power
- Ten Commandments
- Incredible Power of Prayer
- Bridge across Time
- Race to Victory Lane

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Sharing Literature will help prepare individuals for the reaping meetings.

The Called, The Chosen— by Ken McFarland

- Cost to purchase resource: Organization or congregation is responsible only for cost of shipping.
- Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Sharing Literature will help prepare individuals for the reaping meetings.
- Ordering Instructions: Local Conference office

Books to share our health message

- Health Power
- Take Charge of Your Health
- Depression, the Way Out
- An Ounce of Prevention

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Health is the right arm of our message.

Breathe Free Program

- Duration of program: 5 days
- Manpower needed: 5

Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way: Should be given at least once a year.
**Preparation Materials**

Complete “How to” outreach witnessing guides

- **You Are My Witness** – Training Manual by Don Gray ................................................................. $3.95
- **Winsome Witnessing** – Training Manual by Gary Gibbs ............................................................... $4.95
  - Special Offer for ShareHim customers: choice of above manual FREE with material purchase.
- **You Are My Witness** – Training Manual w/ DVD ........................................................................... $19.95
- **Winsome Witnessing** – Training Manual w/ DVD ........................................................................... $59.95

**Resources for finding interests**

- **Bible Study Response Cards** - direct mail/ hand deliver
  - Card cost: from Free to 6.5 cents ea. Direct mail postage 14 cents ea.
  - Call for complete details, samples and free zip code counts (number of residents in a zip code)
- **Advertising Flyers Economical handbills & postcards** to get interests for health and Bible Meetings.
  - Call for Free Samples!
  - Flyers 6.5 – 8.5 cents ea. Direct mail postage 14 cents ea.
- **Operation Andrew Prayer Cards** **Daily Prayer Card** to find interested individuals (qty. 100).......... $5.00
- **[S] Community Survey Sheets** – [S] (qty. 10)............................................................................... $ .50
- **[S] Prayer Warrior – Walker Door Hanger** – Blank, [E], Bilingual [S] (qty. 100) ............................ $7.00
- **Door Hanging Plastic Bags** – (qty. 100) ........................................................................................... $3.50
- **[S] About SDA’s Booklet – [S]** ........................................................................................................ $ .29
- **Hope When The World Falls Apart** – Dan & Rev Full Message Sharing Book ............................... $ 1.49

**Tracts & Booklets**

- **Puzzled? Why Not Talk To God Tracts** - (qty. 100)........................................................................... $10.00
  - Sabbath
  - Future
  - Death
  - Holy Spirit
  - End of World
  - Real Christian
- **Law of God Tract** - 10 Commandments still in effect in New Test (qty. 100)................................. $10.00

**Special Release Issues**

- **These Times** – Change of Sabbath ..................................................................................................... $ .25
- **Daniel and Revelation** ......................................................................................................................... $ 1.00
- **Signs**
  - Daniel .................................................................................................................................................. $ .75
  - Revelation ............................................................................................................................................ $ 1.10
- **Review**
  - EGW Spirit of Prophecy ......................................................................................................................... $ .75
  - Sabbath .................................................................................................................................................. $ .75

**Health & Felt Needs**

- **Abundant Living DVD** ......................................................................................................................... $99.00
  - Two disc set of health features, perfect opening for an evangelistic meeting or health-style preparation event. Two illustrated programs, one for industrialized audiences, one for developing countries, 26 and 25 lectures each respectively.
Concerned Communications Felt Needs Seminars
- Participant guides ................................................................. $4.95
- Teacher’s Manuals ............................................................... $39.95

Participant Titles
- Managing Life’s Stress ........................................................... $4.95
- Friendship Evangelism
- Closeness Through Communication
  - Positive Parenting [S]
  - How To Talk So Your Teen Will Listen
  - Learning To Love

Spiritual
- [S] Discoveries In Daniel [S]
- Life In The Son - Mark Finley’s Gospel of John
- New Life Discoveries - A walk through the 27 books of the New Testament
- Coming Events
- Fundamentals Of Adventism
  Many guides have transparencies and advertising packages. Perfect also for follow up events. Call for special inventory reduction pricing.

Gifts, Incentives & Illustrative Materials
- Bible Promise Book ................................................................ $ 2.00
- Strong’s Concordance (Exhaustive Edition with CD) .................... $11.95
- KJV Leather Gift Bible, Giant Print (Gift Box) (Black, Blue, or Burgundy) ............................................. $19.95
- NKJV Leather Gift Bible (Gold Gift Box) (Black or Burgundy) ................................................................. $16.95
- Apocalyptic Revelation and Daniel Posters (34) ................................................................. $24.95

Prophetic Images
- Daniel 2 Image ..................................................................... $34.95
- Daniel 3 Image ..................................................................... $34.95
- Daniel 7 Winged Lion .............................................................. $29.95

Foundational Lessons for Preparation—Stand alone or used during a crusade as supplement
- [S] In His Word Lessons (25) – [S] Bible Doctrines full message series ....................................................... $2.95
- [S] Prophecy Seminar Lessons & Exhibits - 32) [S] Prophecy Seminar: Daniel chap by chap, Rev as applies + full message ..................................................................................Spanish $3.95, English $4.50
- Revelation Seminar Lessons & Exhibits - (24) .......................................................................................... $3.60
- Power Point Programs for above lesson series .................................................................$59.95 ea., Two for $99.00
- [S F] Revelation Seminar Lessons - (24) – World Series [E] [S] [F] [K] [R] [U] ............................................................. $1.95
- Family Seminar Lessons - (17) ........................................................................................................ $ 2.95
- Windows to Revelation - Windows series are designed to be taught in “small group” ................. $ 3.00
- Windows to John - interactive discussion style ........................................................................... $ 3.50
- Daniel and Revelation 4-color Folder Set - (17) Great for new believers’ class ......................... $ 1.95
- La Fe de Jesus - The Faith of Jesus [S only] ...................................................................................... $ .65
- 20 Pasos Para la Salvacion - Twenty Steps to Salvation [S only] ................................................................. $ .65
- Amazing Facts Study Guides - 27 topical full color folders stand alone or meeting supl. .................... $ .25
- Diplomas Certificates of achievement are available for the various lesson series ............... $ .25
- Lesson Vinyl Folders to hold World Series lessons ........................................................................ $1.25
- Lesson Binders - special half size with full color covers ................................................................. $2.50
- Student Packs Lessons, exhibits, Bible, binder, pen and ruler at special discount price ........ Call

Bibles—Paged to above lessons enabling students to find texts easily by page number
- [S] KJV Hourglass or Blue Bible (Hardcover) – [E] [S] [F hourglass & burgundy] .............................. $ 3.95
- KJV Blue Deluxe Giant Print, Red letter - Concord leather type binding ret price $29.95 .......... $ 8.95
Supplemental Media Material—Seed sowing lending libraries or meeting supplements

- New Beginnings DVD ............................................................................................................. $149.95
- New Beginnings CD PowerPoint – [S] .................................................................................. $149.95
- New Beginnings In His Word Videos .................................................................................. $149.95
- Breath of Life DVD - C.D. Brooks ...................................................................................... $ 99.95
- Breath of Life Video – C.D. Brooks ...................................................................................... $139.95
- Breath of Life DVD – Walter Pearson .................................................................................. $ 99.95
- [S] Breath of Life Video – Walter Pearson - English or Spanish ........................................... $119.95
- Next Millennium DVD – Dwight Nelson ................................................................................ $ 99.95
- [S] Next Millennium Video – Dwight Nelson – Spanish Only ............................................... $159.90
- [S F] Global Evang.Orig. Series - (A) + hardcopy illustrated script [E] [S] [F] [African] .......... $79.95
* Script only .......................................................................................................................... $30.00

Decision Cards & Misc. Meeting Supplies—

- Nightly Response – Attendance Cards - (qty. 100) ............................................................... $ 5.00
- Visitation Card - (qty. 100) .................................................................................................... $ 5.00
- Attendance/Visitation Card - (qty. 100) ................................................................................ $ 5.00
- [S] Decision Cards – Call for Titles; [E] [S] (qty. 100) ............................................................ $ 5.00
  * Topics covered: Baptism, Sabbath, Prayer, Church Membership, Smoking, etc.
- [S] First Week With Christ – [E] [S] Follow-up initial decisions for becoming a Christian .... $ .75
- [S] Sabbath Chart - [E] [S] Large historical wall chart showing God has always had a people faithful to His Sabbath ................................................................. $ 2.00

Baptismal Supplies

- In His Steps Baptismal Class - (13) ...................................................................................... $.95
- In His Steps Baptismal Preparation Booklet - (27) (qty. 10) ................................................ $ 8.95
- Baptismal Bundle – Bag & Label (qty. 10) .......................................................................... $ 3.00
- Baptismal Review Cards - (qty. 25) .................................................................................... $ 1.25
- [S] Baptismal Certificates & Tassles - [E] [S] (qty. 25) ......................................................... $10.50
- [S] Profession of Faith Certificates & Tassles – [E] [S] (qty. 25) ........................................... $ 6.25

Follow Up Materials—

- Answers To Difficult Bible Texts .......................................................................................... $ 1.95
- How To Survive and Thrive In Church - by Doug Batchelor ................................................. $ 4.95
- Let’s Get Acquainted - (qty. 10) .......................................................................................... $ 8.95
- 27 Fundamentals Beliefs - each chapter explains 27 fundamentals as listed on bapt. Cert .... $ 3.95
- Welcome to the Family Book .............................................................................................. $ 3.95
- Welcome to the Family Video ............................................................................................. $ 6.95

Devotionals

- Senior Devotional Book - Classic books at economical price .............................................. $ 2.95
- Youth Devotional Book ........................................................................................................ $ 2.95
The StepFast Lifestyle Series—The StepFast Lifestyle Series is a 12-part video series designed to facilitate a lifestyle seminar aimed at helping participants engage in an active, healthy lifestyle, pointing them to the Creator while they enjoy more vigor and clarity of mind. The program features well-credentialed physicians, nutritionists and other health educators and includes practical instruction, as well as informative lectures linking the relationship between disease and lifestyle.

**Duration of program:** After a team of 3-6 people is gathered, a StepFast Lifestyle Seminar can be structured and presented over 12 weeks or less, depending upon the number of sessions per week.

**Cost to purchase resource:** Minimal costs are involved as the StepFast Lifestyle Series costs only $149.95 on DVD and is available at a reduced price of $75 on the VHS format.

**Cost to implement resource:** The video series includes a Resource Guide on CD-ROM and copies of the handouts presented there can be made for each participant. Cooking demonstrations and recipe sample should be presented at each seminar, so costs for these and the handouts should be included in the participants’ registration fee. A suggested fee is $35-50 for the seminar.

**Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** The ideal way to present the StepFast program is as an ongoing program for your church. With two seminars presented each year and a monthly follow-up program, this health outreach program is always available for a new contact. The ongoing program with alumni adds to the camaraderie of the group and creates lasting relationships. The liaison to other evangelistic programs is much stronger with an ongoing health ministry if contrasted with a single or isolated event.

**Ordering Instructions:** StepFast Lifestyle Series is available at the Adventist Book Center as well as from Amazing Facts, and the contact numbers listed above.

---

**Children’s Material—**

- **Come Meet Jesus** — Two complete program kits for ages (4-7 & 8-11) + nursery program suggestions
  - 27 sessions includes music, crafts, stories, and reproducible activity pages........................................ $ 89.95
- **Coming to Jesus Growing in Him Booklet** .................................................................................................. $ .35
- **Children’s NKJV Bible, Red Letter, HMS Richards Helps** ................................................................. $ 4.95
- **Good News For Today Kids’ Workbook Baptismal Guide** - by Don & Marge Gray ......................... $ 3.00
- **Good News For Today Kids’ Lessons Teacher’s Guide** ........................................................................ $ 5.95

All prices subject to change. Call for quantity discounts, specials, or advice concerning materials.

*Prices reflect max. quantity discounts, singles or small quantities may be higher. Call for details.*
Evangelism Manual—This booklet contains The Quiet Hour’s evangelism philosophy, guidelines, a list of resources, children’s program guidelines and various other evangelism need-to-know information.

- **Duration of program:** Can be used for preparations of any meetings.
- **Manpower needed:** Usable by any Quiet Hour team member.
- **Cost to purchase resource:** Free
- **Cost to implement resource:** None
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** This booklet contains The Quiet Hour’s evangelism philosophy, guidelines, a list of resources, children’s program guidelines and various other evangelism need-to-know information.

**Health Talks CD**—This CD contains 16 PowerPoint presentations on health and are approximately 10 minutes in length. The CD contains scripts and graphics in English, Spanish, and Russian.

- **Duration of program:** Can be used for the health segment of any meetings.
- **Manpower needed:** Usable by any Quiet Hour team member.
- **Cost to purchase resource:** Free
- **Cost to implement resource:** None
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** The health talks may be used before, during, or after an evangelism meeting, as part of the groundwork, the reaping meetings, and in the follow-up.

**Family Talks Book**—New Way of Life is a set of family talks written by Pastor Jim & Jean Zachary, which are approximately 10 minutes each.

- **Duration of program:** Can be used for the family segment of any meetings.
- **Manpower needed:** Usable by any team member.
- **Cost to purchase resource:** Free
- **Cost to implement resource:** None
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** The family talks may be used before, during, or after an evangelism meeting, as part of the groundwork, the reaping meetings, and in the follow-up.

**Way of Life Bible Course**—This is a 26 lesson, full gospel Bible course which can be used by pastors and lay persons to share the gospel with anyone interested.

- **Duration of program:** Can be used by church member in NAD as a Bible study tool, to become better acquainted with Bible principles and a relationship with God.
- **Manpower needed:** Usable by any team member.
- **Cost to purchase resource:** You may download or print the lessons from a computer, mail them in, and they will be graded and returned free of charge. They may also be purchased in a complete set for $10, plus shipping. The price for organizations if $7.50, plus shipping, and the quantity price for 25+ sets is $6.50 each, plus shipping.
- **Cost to implement resource:** None
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Team members are encouraged to study the Bible lessons to give them a better understanding of the Bible principles, and the encouragement to witness to others in overseas evangelism.
- **Ordering Instructions:** Contact the Donor Services at 800-900-9021

**Puppet Patterns & Scripts**—We offer puppet patterns and scripts in both English and Spanish, which contain lessons on humility, forgiveness, love, kindness, the Sabbath, and other topics.
**Bible Story Felt Set**—The three-year Bible story felt set is provided to each Quiet Hour sponsored team for use with their children’s program. In most cases, the felt set will be cut out by volunteers of The Quiet Hour. However, additional sets (uncut) may be purchased, and we suggest they be obtained well in advance to allow time to cut out the felts and organize them for the meetings.

- **Duration of program:** Can be used for the children’s programs that are conducted simultaneously of the adult’s meetings. The Quiet Hour suggests that the felt sets be left with the local church for their future use in their children’s evangelism programs.
- **Manpower needed:** One or two team members during the children’s programs.
- **Cost to purchase resource:** Free to Quiet Hour teams. Additional sets can be purchased for $115.
- **Cost to implement resource:** None
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** The children’s felt sets will be provided to each Quiet Hour sponsored team, for each reaping event, and the sets should remain with the church hosting the meetings.

**Health Expo Materials**—The Quiet Hour offers a training video, handouts and resources for setting up a Health Expo.

- **Duration of program:** The Health Expo is usually conducted one to two hours prior to each meeting. Coordination with the local host church will be necessary to make sure available space, tables, chairs are secured.
- **Manpower needed:** A minimum of 8 to 12 team members and church members will be needed to efficiently conduct the Health Expos.
- **Cost to purchase resource:** Free
- **Cost to implement resource:** The cost of implementation varies as it depends upon how involved the Health Expo is planned. For instance, pamphlets could be copied for the participants, supplies could be purchased for demonstration or testing purposes (water, nutritious foods, stethoscopes, and other medical supplies).
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** The Health Expos may be used before, during, or after an evangelism meeting, as part of the groundwork, the reaping meetings, and in the follow-up.

**Health Screening Kit**—This kit contains AccuCheck/Advantage machines, cholesterol strips, glucose strips, BP cuff, stethoscope, gloves, and more.

- **Duration of program:** Used for the Health Expo segment of the meetings, or when full medical clinics are conducted.
- **Manpower needed:** Four or more team members
- **Cost to purchase resource:** Free to Quiet Hour sponsored teams.
- **Cost to implement resource:** Some additional medical supplies, such as cotton balls, lancets, alcohol wipes may need to be purchased.
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** The health screening kit may be used in conjunction with any reaping event.

**Small Evangelism Books**—After the Storm – The storms of life beat and batter us every day. This little book shows how we can practically apply Jesus’ advice to build a life that will stand firm.
• **The Fragrance of Forgiveness** – This book touches on the compassion of Christ, His forgiveness, and how with the power of His love we are able to live a life of love in a world full of hatred.
• **The Gift of Peace** – Peace comes with a price, and that price is accepting Jesus’ will in our lives. This book explains how we can receive peace as a gift, and no matter how “dark” our days may be, we can have the assurance that our peace shield will be maintained for a new day with Jesus.
• **I Will Never Let You Go** – This is an amazing book about God’s love for us. The author gives illustrations about the power of God’s love, the price of that love, and how His love will impact our lives immensely.
• **Jesus Our Peacemaker** – We seem to be living in a time of crisis, and many wonder what the answer is. This book explains that Jesus is the only answer to our crisis, whether the crisis involves a tragedy, a health situation, or financial ruin. Jesus is with us and will give us the peace to carry on.
• **Never Give Up** – This book discusses how to develop a relationship with Christ that will help you endure through tragedy and crisis situation. With Christ in our lives we can learn how to “never give up,” and keep walking with Him.
• **Things God Can Do With Ashes** – This little book deals with our assurance of salvation, the historical Christ, and the incredible power of prayer.

**Duration of program:** Can be used for the health segment of any meetings.
**Manpower needed:** Usable by any Quiet Hour team member.
**Cost to purchase resource:** $2.00 per book
**Cost to implement resource:** None
**Ordering Instructions:** Contact the Donor Services at 1-800-900-9021

**Echoes**—A bi-monthly periodical, which contains progress reports on our mission projects, stories from the mission field, editorials, and upcoming mission projects anyone can be involved with.

**Duration of program:** Monthly subscription
**Manpower needed:** Enjoyed by everyone.
**Cost to purchase resource:** Free six month subscription
**Cost to implement resource:** None
**Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** The Quiet Hour Echoes magazine gives reports on past reaping meetings and mission projects. It shows excitement, and helps encourage others to participate in The Quiet Hour and Share Him overseas evangelism program.

**Website**—The Quiet Hour’s website at www.thequiethour.org has the following resources available:
• Daily devotions
• New Way of Life Bible lessons
• Mission reports and stories
• Description of upcoming overseas evangelism opportunities
• Current mission projects
• Evangelism Guidelines
• Sermons by Pastor Bill Tucker
Resources to obtain interests for your harvesting crusade:

**Enrollment Cards**—Two panel cards used to personally hand out. These offer opportunity to request Bible studies. At least 6 different cards are available offering a variety of Bible studies and Internet study options.

- **Cost to purchase resource:** $20.00 p/1000
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Resource can be used in the preparation and follow-up phase of evangelism.

**Enrollment Cards**—Three panel cards for mass mailings to your community. These offer opportunity to request Bible studies.

- **Cost to purchase resource:** Price based on quantity mailed. Call for price and details.
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Used in the pre-campaign phase.

**Bible School graduate student interest names list**

- **Cost to purchase resource:** Free
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Names used in the pre-campaign phase.

**Newspaper Inserts**—An 8” x 11” printed invitation offering “Free” Bible Studies prepared for insertion into magazines/newspapers for delivery by Postal Carriers.

- **Cost to purchase resource:** $28.00 p/1000
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Used in the pre-campaign phase.

**Newspaper ads – Free** — Camera ready art offering Bible study guides.

- **Cost to purchase resource:** Free
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Used in the pre-campaign phase.

**Radio and Television Spots**

- **Cost to purchase resource:** Free
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Used in the pre-campaign phase.

**Discover Sample lesson # 1** — especially designed for personal hand delivery and gives student opportunity to request the rest of the studies.

- **Cost to purchase resource:** $13.00 p/1000
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Product used in the pre-campaign phase.

**Prospectus** — This attractive folder is designed for door-to-door surveys and holds Bible lessons and enrollment cards. Can be reused.

- **Cost to purchase resource:** $1.00 each
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Used in the pre-campaign phase.
Printed Bible lesson materials available for follow-up— Actual Shipping charged for all products. Prices listed below do not include shipping. Products can all be used during the preparation, actual event and later for follow-up.

✔️ **What the Bible Says About...** - $1.99 ea. This compact book provides two powerful aids to Bible Study. First, 31 actual Bible studies, and second, an easy-to-use, color-coded, Bible marking plan.

✔️ **Discover Bible Guides** - $3.65 ea. This 4 color, doctrinal set of study guides has 26 lessons that cover the major fundamental beliefs of the Gospel. There are two choices of answer sheets: one for correspondence and one for personal, one-to-one studies.

✔️ **Focus on Prophecy** - $3.00 ea. A chapter by chapter study of the books of Daniel & Revelation. There are 20 study guides with the 21st booklet summarizing the major prophecies.

✔️ **Peace Is An Inside Job** – $1.99 ea. Six study guides based on actual Bible stories and God’s solution to dealing with personal needs--stress, fear, worry and guilt.

✔️ **Face to Face With Jesus** – $4.50 ea. An in-depth look at the life and ministry of Jesus. Thirteen lessons in booklet form, great resource for Small Group Ministries.

✔️ **Lifeline** - $7.00 for 2 booklets. 26 lessons on major doctrinal teachings of the Bible, Popular for small group ministries and one-on-one Bible study workers.

✔️ **PrayerWorks** - $5.00 ea. A 13 lesson booklet on developing and maintaining a vibrant prayer life. Great resource for use by Small Groups.

✔️ **Native New Day** - $4.75 ea. This beautifully illustrated set of 30 guides is written by Native Americans for those of Native American heritage and covers the major doctrinal teachings of the Bible.

✔️ **Shema Israel** - $5.00 ea. This fifteen lesson course has been written especially for those of Jewish or Hebrew heritage.

✔️ **KidZone** - $2.95 ea. (Ages 10-13). This new, 4 color doctrinal set of study guides for Juniors covers 14 major doctrinal teachings of the Bible and is designed to lead children into a lifelong relationship with Jesus. An activity sheet features games, puzzles, and other fun activities.

Video and CD Rom Bible Study materials available for follow-up— Actual Shipping charged for all products. Prices listed below do not include shipping.

✔️ **Discover Videos** - 26 half-hour videos presented by Lonnie Melashenko parallels the Discover lessons and can be used in conjunction with the Discover Discussion Sheets for one-on-one study.

✔️ **Duration of program:** 28 minutes

✔️ **Manpower needed:** 1 presenter

✔️ **Cost to purchase resource:** $79.00

✔️ **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Can be used in the preparation and follow-up phase.

**Voice of Prophecy Speaks - DVD's** — Forty five minute evangelistic presentations hosted by Lonnie Melashenko – a valuable resource for your lending library. Can be cross-referenced to the Discover guides.

✔️ **Duration of program:** 45 minutes

✔️ **Manpower needed:** 1 presenter

✔️ **Cost to purchase resource:** $99.00

✔️ **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Can be used in the preparation and follow-up phase.

**Focus on Prophecy CD-Rom**—This Power Point presentation must be used in conjunction with the Focus lessons and covers all 20 lessons and includes graphics for handbills, posters and newspaper ads and other graphics that could be used to advertise a seminar.

✔️ **Duration of program:** 45 minutes

✔️ **Manpower needed:** 1 presenter

✔️ **Cost to purchase resource:** $25.00

✔️ **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Can be used in the preparation and follow-up phase.
Exploring the Word — Contemporary teaching program, hosted by Lonnie and Jeannie Melashenko and featuring a young adult study group who wrestle with how to apply a topic to life. A fresh approach to Home Bible Study and the Sabbath morning Pastor’s Bible Class.

- **Duration of program:** 30 minutes
- **Manpower needed:** 1 presenter
- **Cost to purchase resource:** Call for details – can also be downloaded from the Hope Channel.
- **Cost to implement resource:** $0
- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** Best used as a follow-up to evangelistic series

Training Members to Give Bible Studies — Actual Shipping charged for all products. Prices listed below do not include shipping. Products can all be used during the pre-campaign phase.

- **Giving Bible Studies**—Booklet-Calvin Smith—$3.00 each. Instructions on how to give a Bible Study.
- **Motivating Members to Witness**—Booklet-Calvin Smith – $3.00 each. Vital, encouraging counsel from E.G.White to motivate and mobilize your church.
- **Sharing Jesus with Others**—Video-Kurt Johnson - $10.00 each. Covers the topics: How to make a visit; How to obtain decisions; and How to use Bible Study DVDs with your Bible School; Role of Prayer in Witnessing.

Discover Bible School

PO Box 2525
Newbury Park, CA 91319
Telephone: (877) 955-2525 – www.vop.com - EMAIL discover@vop.com
Books that help prepare church members for evangelism ministry


Cost to purchase resource: $24.99


Cost to purchase resource: $12.99


Cost to purchase resource: $14.99


Cost to purchase resource: $16.95

Books for Sharing


Cost to purchase resource: $1.00


Cost to purchase resource: $1.00

*Peace Above the Storm* —Originally *Steps to Christ* by Ellen G. White. Wonderfully illustrated sharing book in Magabook format.

Cost to purchase resource: $5.99


Cost to purchase resource: $1.99

*Keys to Happiness—Steps to Christ* by Ellen G. White. In traditional, Latino, African American, and Native American covers. Also available in Spanish. $49.00 per case of 100.

Cost to purchase resource: $0.69

Additional Resource

*41 Bible Studies for Teens* —by Cindy Tutsch. Topics chosen by teens, works well for Bible marking. Available at www.adventsource.org, catalog #602900.

Cost to purchase resource: $9.95
**Winning Ways to Witness DVD Training Series** — This four-part presentation shows participants how to share Christ and His end-time truths in a way that fits their unique temperament. Individuals will learn how to use seven different witnessing styles (i.e., prayer, friendship, service, testimony, invitation, conversation, and proclamation) to reach their friends for Christ. They will also learn how to match the witnessing styles with the faith stages of conversion for maximal evangelistic impact. Training also includes witnessing tips and tools such as: (1) How to transform casual conversations into spiritual conversations, (2) How to give your personal testimony, (3) How to share a gospel presentation, and (4) How to give Bible studies and gain decisions.

- **The DVD set contains:**
  - Four-90 minute presentations by David Hartman, D.Min.
  - PowerPoint files enabling the leader to give his or her own presentations
  - Participant guides and handouts (print from pdf files)
  - Promotional materials

- **Each session consists** of dynamic teaching interspersed with discussion questions and assignments for optimal learning, sharing, application, and implementation

- **Category of Resource:** trains members for cultivating, sowing, and reaping

- **Manpower needed to implement resource:** Facilitator

- **Duration of Program:** 4 weeks (one session per week)

- **Cost to Purchase Resource:** $39.95 for the DVD set which includes the complete leader’s and participant’s resources. The audio version is also available on CD-rom for $19.95.

- **Cost to Implement Resource:** duplication of participant guides and handouts

- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** This seminar will engage members in “lifestyle evangelism” utilizing a variety of witnessing approaches so that friends and contacts are prepared for reaping meetings.

**Winning Ways to Witness Sermon Series** — This nine-part sermon series introduces seven different witnessing styles to a congregation and motivates members to make evangelism a lifestyle. The sermon series accompanies the Winning Ways to Witness DVD Training Series.

- **The CD-rom set includes:**
  - Nine audio sermons by David Hartman, D.Min.
  - Sermon manuscripts
  - PowerPoint presentations

- **Category of Resource:** trains members for cultivating, sowing, and reaping

- **Manpower needed to implement resource:** Speaker

- **Duration of Program:** 9 Sabbaths

- **Cost to Purchase Resource:** $19.95

- **Given a two reaping event cycle of evangelism per year, this resource can help you in the following way:** This sermon series will motivate members to engage in “lifestyle evangelism” utilizing a variety of witnessing approaches so that friends and contacts are prepared for reaping meetings.
The information in this catalog is as accurate as possible. If you see something that needs to be corrected or updated, send an email to info@sharehim.org. Please help us keep the SRC accurate and up-to-date.